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Abstract

We present a typed pattern calculus with explicit pattern matching and explicit substitutions,
where both the typing rules and the reduction rules are modeled on the same logical proof system,
namely Gentzen sequent calculus for intuitionistic minimal logic. Our calculus is inspired by the
Curry–Howard Isomorphism, in the sense that types, both for patterns and terms, correspond to
propositions, terms correspond to proofs, and term reduction corresponds to sequences of sequent
proof normalization steps performed by cut elimination. The calculus enjoys subject reduction,
con5uence, preservation of strong normalization w.r.t a system with meta-level substitutions and
strong normalization for well-typed terms. As a consequence, it can be seen as an implementation
calculus for functional formalisms de8ned with meta-level operations for pattern matching and
substitutions. This work is a revised and extended version of Cerrito and Kesner (14th Annual
IEEE Symposium on Logic in Computer Science (LICS), IEEE Computer Society Press, Silver
Spring, MD, 1999, pp. 98–108).
c© 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

In this paper we propose a Typed Pattern Calculus with Explicit Substitutions, called
TPCES, where both the typing rules and the reduction rules are modeled on the same
logical proof system, namely sequent calculus for intuitionistic minimal logic. The
formalism TPCES is inspired by the Curry–Howard Isomorphism, which relates a logical
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proof system with a typed programming language, and can be roughly described by
the slogan:

Proofs are Terms (Programs), Formulae are Types, Proof-Normalization is
Program-Evaluation.

The Curry–Howard isomorphism is a powerful tool which has been proven very
fruitful with respect to both Computer Science and Logic. In Computer Science it has
been proven useful, for instance, in synthesis of programs and design of languages.
In Logic, it has provided insights on the understanding of constructive logic proof
systems.
On the other hand, more and more works have been developed these last years in

higher-order calculi taking into account the explicit substitutions formalisms [1,6,7,27]
and the, modelization of explicit pattern-matching constructs [11]. Pattern matching
is a mechanism provided by all modern functional languages (Hope [8], SML [33],
Miranda [35], Caml [9] and Haskell [24]), and most of current proof assistants (Coq
[12], PVS [34], HOL [23], LEGO [31] and ALF [3]) since it gives a very natural way
to de8ne functions (resp. proofs) by cases.
By including explicit pattern matching as well as explicit substitutions in a calculus,

one gets a 8ne control of these key constructors which are usually used to implement
languages, thereby obtaining a 5exible tool to reason about evaluation strategies for
both pattern-matching and substitution.
Since logical proof system underlying typing and reduction rules of TPCES is Gentzen

sequent calculus, rather than natural deduction, thus proof normalization is cut elimi-
nation. As a consequence, pattern matching and substitution computations of TPCES,
being embedded in the calculus via an explicit encoding (rather than being meta-level
operations), correspond to sequences of cut elimination steps. We use sequent right
rules to build and type terms, left rules to build and type nested patterns and the cut
rule to model a general let construct (which is the starting point of computations), as
well as an explicit substitution constructor. The structural rules left contraction and left
weakening are used to model the layered and wildcard patterns of functional languages.
In contrast to [28], which presents a calculus inspired from Gentzen sequent calculus

that models programs with meta-level pattern-matching and substitution, we keep both
operations as internal (or explicit). Also, the notion of reduction in [28] does not
correspond to normalization of sequent proofs, but to normalization of proofs in natural
deduction. The novelty of our approach is the design of a typed pattern calculus based
on a computational interpretation of the Gentzen sequent proofs, thereby allowing to
model pattern matching via cut elimination.
Pattern matching is modeled in TPCES by reduction of terms having the form

let M be P :A in N where M and N are terms and P is a complex pattern, while
explicit substitution computation is modeled by reduction of terms having the form
N [x=M ], where x is a variable pattern. In the 8rst case, a reduction step “decomposes”
the pattern P :A and the corresponding term M and corresponds to a cut elimination
step replacing a cut over a non-atomic formula by cuts on its sub-formulae; for instance,
matching of 〈M1; M2〉 with 〈P1; P2〉 :A1 × A2 reduces to matching M1 with P1 :A1 and
matching M2 with P2 :A2 and corresponds to the cut elimination step replacing a cut
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over the formula A1∧A2 by cuts on A1 and A2. The reader accustomed with cut elimi-
nation procedures will recognize that this corresponds exactly to a “principal–principal”
cut case, called also “key case”. In the second case, the reduction step executes the sub-
stitution of the variable in the term N , either by distributing it over N or else by physi-
cally replacing the variable x by the term M when N is a variable. Also in this case the
reduction corresponds to a step in the procedure of eliminating cuts in sequent proofs
(a “non-key-case”). For example, let us consider the following cut elimination step:

D


 � A

; A � A (axiom)


 � A

(cut) =⇒
D


 � A
:

Now, let us interpret proofs by terms and propositions by types as suggested by the
Curry-Howard correspondence. We then get the following transformation of typing
derivations:


 � M :A 
; x :A � x :A (axiom)


 � x[x=M ] :A
(sub) =⇒ 
 � M :A

which suggests that the process of cut elimination consists in reducing the term
x[x=M ] to the term M , exactly as in the Var1 reduction rule in [1,6,7,27] de8ned by:
x[x=M ]−→ M .
As far as we know, our proposal turns out to be the 8rst rational reconstruction of

pattern matching in terms of cut elimination.
We prove that the TPCES calculus enjoys the properties of subject reduction, con-

5uence, and strong normalization for well-typed terms. Moreover, the calculus enjoys
preservation of strong normalization w.r.t. another system TPC, which is a property
on all pure terms (i.e. terms not having explicit substitutions). The study of this prop-
erty in the framework of calculi with explicit substitutions has received much attention
since MelliMes [32] has shown that ��-calculus [1] does not preserve strong normaliza-
tion of �-calculus. Under a quite natural de8nition of value, we show that it is possible
to evaluate any given (functional) program (modeled by a TPCES closed term), to a
result (modeled by a value).
This paper is a revised and extended version of [10]. It is organized as follows.

In Section 2 we introduce the syntax, the typing rules and the reduction rules of
TPCES. We also prove the subject reduction property for TPCES in Section 3. Section
4 shows how to code simply typed � calculus into TPCES and how to extend TPCES

to recursive types. In Section 5 we de8ne another pattern calculus, TPC; proving some
properties of TPC helps us to prove certain properties of TPCES, namely con5uence
and strong normalization, which are established in Section 6. In this last section we
also establish the reducibility of closed typed TPCES terms to values. Finally, in Section
7, we conclude and we compare our approach with other works.
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Throughout the paper we will use standard notations from rewriting that we borrow
from [15].

2. The calculus TPCES

2.1. Raw syntax

The set of types is de8ned by the following grammar, where � ranges over base
types:

A ::= � | A×A (product) | A+ A (sum) | A→A (functional):

We distinguish two disjoint sets of variables: usual variables noted x; y; v; z; : : : and
sum variables noted �; �;  ; : : :, etc. Sum variables play an essential role in patterns of
sum type and make it possible to de8ne functions by cases.
(Raw) Patterns (P) are de8ned by the following grammar:

P ::= wildcard
| x variable
| ]x arrow pattern
| 〈P; P〉 product pattern
| (P |� P) sum pattern
| @(P; P) contraction pattern

(Raw) Terms (M) are de8ned by the following grammar:

M ::= x variable
| 〈M;M 〉 pair
| inlA(M) left injection
| inrA(M) right injection
| M [x=M ] explicit substitution
| �P :A:M lambda abstraction
| [M |� M ] case
| let M be P :A in M let
| z of M is P :A in M variable application
| �P :A:M of M is P :A in M lambda application

where � is a sum variable, x and z are usual variables.
A (usual) variable z in an application term of the form z of M is P :A in M is

said to be an application variable. Both sum variables and application variables are
also called communication variables; the intuitive reason of such a terminology will
be explained in Section 2.2.
Note that an application variable z is not just a variable of functional type, but a

functional variable appearing in a particular context z of M is P :A in M .
We use the notation TTPCES to denote the set of raw terms de8ned above.
A term is called pure if none of its sub-terms is of the form M [ = ], that is, if it

has no explicit substitutions.
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Free and bound occurrences of variables of terms are de8ned as usual, with
the understanding that the terms of the form �P : A:M , U of N is P : A in M ,
let N be P : A in M (resp. M [x=N ]) de8ne bindings whose scope is M for all the
variables occurring in P (resp. for x). We denote by Var(P) the set of variables oc-
curring in the pattern P and by FV (M) the set of free variables occurring in the term
M . They can be de8ned by induction as follows:

Var( ) = ∅;
Var(x) = {x};
Var(]z ) = {z};
Var(〈P;Q〉) = Var(P) ∪ Var(Q);
Var((P |� Q)) = Var(P) ∪ Var(Q) ∪ {�};
Var(@(P;Q)) = Var(P) ∪ Var(Q);

FV (x) = {x};
FV (〈M;N 〉) = FV (M) ∪ FV (N );
FV (inlA(M)) = FV (M);
FV (inrA(M)) = FV (M);
FV (M [x=N ]) = FV (N ) ∪ (FV (M) \ {x});
FV (�P :A:M) = FV (M) \ Var(P);
FV ([M |� N ]) = FV (M) ∪ FV (N ) ∪ {�};
FV (let N be P :A in M) = FV (N ) ∪ (FV (M) \ Var(P));
FV (U of N is Q :A in M) = FV (U ) ∪ FV (N ) ∪ (FV (M) \ Var(Q)):

We work modulo $-conversion so that renaming of (usual or communication) bound
variables is always used to avoid clash of variables. The meta-expression M{x ← N}
denotes the term M where all the free occurrences of x have been replaced by the
term N .
The set of free communication variables of M , written FCV (M), is the subset of

FV (M) that only contains communication variables. Thus, for example if
N = �(x1 |� x2) : A + A→A:[x1 |� x2], then the set of free communication variables
of the term z of N is w :B in (w of [z1 |' z2] is y :C in y) is {z; '}.
A pattern P is said to be linear if every variable occurs at most once in P. The set of

acceptable patterns of type A, denoted by AP(A), is de8ned as the smallest set of linear
patterns verifying the following properties: ∈AP(A); x∈AP(A) for any variable x;
]x ∈AP(B→C) for any variable x; @(P;Q)∈AP(A) if P ∈AP(A) and Q∈AP(A);
〈P;Q〉 ∈AP(B×C) and (P |� Q)∈AP(B + C) if P ∈AP(B) and Q∈AP(C). As an
example, 〈y; ]x 〉 ∈AP(B× (C→D)) but ]x =∈AP(B×C). The role of the notion of
“acceptable patterns” is to prevent the typing rules to introduce meaningless pattern
expressions such as for example a pattern 〈x; y〉 of type A+ B.
Typing judgments have the form 
 .M :A where 
, called a pattern type assign-

ment, is a multi-set of elements of the form P : A (where P is a pattern and A is a
type), so the order of the patterns in a pattern type assignment is not relevant. The
order of patterns in @(P1; P2) is also irrelevant. We write Var(
) to denote the set⋃

P :A ∈ 
 Var(P). As for patterns, a pattern type assignment 
 is said to be linear if
every variable occurs at most once in 
. Note that even linear pattern type assignments
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may be multi-sets when they contain several occurrences of a wildcard pattern as for
example x :A; :B; :B.
Below, we de8ne the notions of replacement of a sum communication variable by

a constant L or R for a pattern type assignment.

De�nition 2.1 (Replacement in a Pattern). The replacement of a sum communication
variable by K associates to a pattern P :A a new pattern P :A(�;K), where K∈{L; R}. It
is de8ned as follows:

x :A(�;K) = x :A;
:A(�;K) = :A;

]z :A→B(�;K) = ]z :A→B;
〈P;Q〉 :A×B(�;K) = 〈P(�;K); Q(�;K)〉 :A×B;
(P |� Q) :A+ B(�;K) = P(�;L) :A if K is L;
(P |� Q) :A+ B(�;K) = Q(�;R) :B if K is R;
(P |* Q) :A+ B(�;K) = (P(�;K) |* Q(�;K)) :A+ B if � �= *;
@(P;Q) :A(�;K) = @(P(�;K); Q(�;K)) :A:

It is easy to remark that Var(P(�;K)) ⊆ Var(P) and that P(�;K) =P whenever � =∈
Var(P).
This notion extends naturally to a pattern type assignment 
=P1 :A1; : : : ; Pn :An by

de8ning 
(�;K) as the pattern type assignment P1 :A1(�;K); : : : ; Pn :An(�;K).

2.2. Typing rules

The syntax for terms and patterns that we have introduced in Section 2.1 is referred
to as raw, to emphasize the fact that it may or may not type-check. For example, raw
patterns are not necessarily linear but the well-typed ones are.
The typing rules are presented in Fig. 1. All the pattern type assignments that can be

built using the typing rules are linear. In the (proj) rule the xj’s are all distinct. In the
(+left) rule � is a fresh sum variable and (P |� Q) is a linear pattern. In the (→ left)
rule z is a fresh variable. In the (→ left), (app), (let) and (sub) rules we require the
condition FCV (M)= ∅. Also, in the (subf) rule we require FCV (�P :A:M)= ∅. This
is essential to guarantee the subject reduction property. In (wildcard), we require P to
be in AP(A) and P :A; 
 to be linear. In the (app) rule we also ask FCV (�P :A:J )= ∅.
In the sequel, sometimes we will make reference to both the sub and subf rule as

instances of the following generic substitution rule sub∗:

 .M :A ?v :A; 
 .N :B


 .N [v=M ] :B
(sub∗)

where the meta-notation ?v is used to denote either a variable pattern v or an arrow
pattern ]v , and the typing rule is subject to the following restrictions:

1. FCV (M)= ∅
2. If ?v is an arrow pattern ]v , then M has necessarily the form �P :C:L.
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x1 :A1; : : : xn :An . xi :Ai (proj)

P :A; 
 .M :C Q :B; 
 . N :C

(P |� Q) :A + B; 
 . [M |� N ] :C
(+left)


 . �P : A:J :A→B 
 .M :A 
; Q :B .N :C


 . �P : A:J of M is Q :B in N :C
(app)

P :A; Q :B; 
 .M :C

〈P; Q〉 :A×B; 
 .M :C
(× left)


 .M :A 
 .N :B


 . 〈M;N 〉 :A×B
(× right)


 .M :A


 .inlB(M) :A + B
(+right1)


 .N :B


 .inrA(N ) :A + B
(+right2)

P :A; 
 .M :B


 . �P :A:M :A→B
(→ right)


 .M :A Q :B; 
 . N :C

]z :A→B; 
 . z of M is Q :B in N :C
(→ left)


 .M :A P :A; 
 . N :B


 .let M be P :A in N :B
(let)


 .M :A x :A; 
 . N :B


 .N [x=M ] :B
(sub)


 . �P :A:M :A→B ]v :A→B; 
 . N :C


 .N [v=�P :A:M ] :C
(subf)


 .M :B

P :A; 
 .M :B
(wildcard)

P1 :A; P2 :A; 
 .M :B

@(P1; P2) :A; 
 .M :B
(layered)

Fig. 1. Typing rules of TPCES.

Remark 2.1.
• If 
 .M :A is provable, then FV (M) ⊆ Var(
).
• If 
; P :A .M :B is provable, then P ∈AP(A).

Our typing rules are designed in the spirit of the Curry–Howard isomorphism by
assigning patterns (resp. terms) to the types occurring in the left (resp. right)-hand
side of a sequent. Therefore, the logical rules corresponding to our calculus are those
of minimal logic that can be obtained by erasing the patterns and terms in the judg-
ments. In particular, the logical system behind our type system contains weakening,
contraction, and cut rules corresponding, respectively, to the (wildcard), (layered),
(let) and (sub) typing rules. Essentially, any right sequent rule of minimal logic for a
connective # corresponds to a typing rule introducing a term of a speci8c type 6# in
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TPCES calculus, while any left sequent rule for a connective # corresponds to a typing
rule introducing a pattern of type 6#. Note, however, that (+left) and (→ left) do
introduce both a pattern of type 6# and a term.
Note also that the (app) typing rule, allowing to introduce a term expressing the

application of a function to an argument (see Section 4.1), corresponds to a derived
rule in the logic, obtained by applying 8rst a left implication rule then a cut rule. Such
a rule is necessary in order to close the set of typable terms under reduction, however
it is not derivable from the others in the typing system. In fact, combining a (→ left)
and a (let) rule the term let �P : A:J be ]z in z of M is Q in N is typable, but
such a term reduces to the term �P :A:J of M is Q in N (see Section 2.3) which is
not typable in the absence of the (app) rule.
The cut rule itself corresponds to two distinct typing rules, introducing, respectively,

let terms and explicit substitution terms. Indeed, reduction rules for let terms will allow
to express the pattern matching process inside the TPCES calculus, while reduction rules
for explicit substitutions terms will allow to express the behavior of explicit substitu-
tions as is classically done in the literature [1,6,7,27]. Therefore, both pattern matching
and explicit substitution computations can be modeled via the cut elimination process
for sequent proofs. We will come back on this important point once the reduction rules
will be presented, and we will further explain why the cut rule is interpreted via two
diRerent term constructors in the calculus.
The typing rules (layered) and (wildcard), corresponding, respectively, to the left

structural rules contraction and weakening of minimal logic, allow to model the as
and wildcard patterns largely used in programming languages such ML or Caml-
Light. Therefore, we prefer to keep weakening in the logical calculus, even if it can
be derived from the other logical rules we are considering. Note that the (wildcard)
typing rule allows us to introduce not only the wildcard pattern : A (as it is done
in [28]), but, more generally, any pattern P : A generated by the pattern grammar,
provided that P ∈AP(A) and that the pattern type assignment stays linear. The role
of the condition P ∈AP(A) is to prevent the introduction of “garbage” pattern-like
expressions as, for instance, 〈x; y〉 : B→C, which would be obviously meaningless.
The fact that the (wildcard) introduces syntax generated by rules that are external to
the typing system corresponds exactly to the behavior of the weakening rule in logic,
which introduces a formula generated by an external grammar for formulae.
Note also that the formulation of the (logical) sequent rules that we have chosen is

additive in the case of the disjunction, of the cut rule, of the right rule for conjunction
and the left rule for implication, multiplicative for the right rule for implication and the
left rule for conjunction. Such a formulation maximizes the reversibility of intuitionist
rules for conjunction and disjunction, so as to simplify the de8nition of a type-checking
algorithm (see for example [17] who gives several formulations of propositional sequent
calculus).
As we observed, the (+left) rule and the (→ left) rule introduce both a pattern on

the left-hand side of a typing judgment and a term on the right-hand side. Also, they
introduce, respectively, a fresh sum variable � and a fresh application variable z, whose
role is to establish a link between the two sides of the judgment, which explains why
both sum variables and application variables are called “communication variables”.
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We point out that the condition on free communication variables for the typing
rules (→ left), (let), (sub) and (app), although it may seem restrictive, does not
prevent the full encoding of the usual functions de8ned by pattern matching which are
used in functional programming. Moreover, simply typed terms can be encoded in our
calculus TPCES, as shown in Section 4. In the absence of such a condition, the set
of typable terms would not be closed under reduction. Indeed, the following typing
judgment:

(y |� v) : A+ A . let [y |� v] be x : A in [x |� x] : A

would be provable, while the judgment

(y |� v) : A+ A . [[y |� v] |� [y |� v]] : A;

where the term [[y |� v] |� [y |� v]] is obtained by reduction (see Section 2.3) of the
corresponding term in the 8rst judgment, would not be so. The condition required in
rules (→ left), (let), (sub) and (app), even if omitted in [28], is also essential to
recover the subject reduction property in a framework with meta-level substitutions.
In the axioms of the typing systems that we propose, the formulae Ai are not nec-

essarily atomic. One might wonder which consequences might have to restrict ax-
ioms to atomic formulae, as it is usually done, for logical systems, in the context of
automated deduction. Such a restriction would have as an eRect that a term like
let x be 〈y; v〉 : A × B in v, for instance, would not be typable. This kind of term
corresponds to an acceptable construct in a functional program: it corresponds to a
case of matching of a pattern of a product type with a non-suSciently instantiated
argument, which can further be instantiated during the execution of the program.
Thus, since our primary concern in the present work is providing a logical model of

pattern-matching in functional languages, the restriction of axioms to atomic formulae
is indeed unwelcome. Moreover, in the typing rules of standard typed �-calculus, the
axiom rule can be used on non-atomic formulae, and one of our aims is to be able to
code �-calculus in TPCES (see Section 4.1).
Finally, we note that here, as opposed to the simply typed lambda calculus, a typing

judgment may have several derivations. However, as we will see in what follows, one
can always chose a strategy which only builds canonical derivations in order to de8ne
correct, complete and terminating type checking algorithms.
All along this paper the type decorations may be omitted from the syntax to avoid

cluttering the notation. Also, by an abuse of language we will write 
 .M : A to say
that the judgment 
 .M : A is provable.

2.3. Reduction rules

In what follows we use M [7] to denote M [x=N ]. The reduction rules of TPCES

appear in Fig. 2.

De�nition 2.2 (Sum replacement). The replacement of a sum communication variable
� by a constant K∈{L; R} in a term is de8ned by induction on terms, modulo $
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(�P:J ) of M is Q in N −→Of let (let M be P in J ) be Q in N
let 〈M1; M2〉 be 〈P1; P2〉 in N −→Pair let M1 be P1 in (let M2 be P2 in N )
let M be @(P1; P2) in N −→Cont let M be P1 in (let M be P2 in N )
let inl(L) be (P |� Q) in M −→Case1 let L be P in M{�← L}
let inr(L) be (P |� Q) in M −→Case2 let L be Q in M{�← R}
let (�P:M) be ]z in N −→Lambda N [z=�P:M ]
let M be x in N −→Sub N [x=M ]
let M be in N −→Weak N
x[x=M ] −→Var1 M
y[x=M ] −→Var2 y
(let M be P in N )[7] −→Dcut let M [7] be P in N [7]
〈M;N 〉[7] −→Dpair 〈M [7]; N [7]〉
(�P:M)[7] −→Dlambda �P:M [7]
(z of M is P in N )[z=L] −→Dapp1 L of M is P in N
(z of M is P in N )[x=L] −→Dapp2 z of M [x=L] is P in N [x=L]
(�Q:J of M is P in N )[7] −→Dapp3 �Q:J [7] of M [7] is P in N [7]
inl(L)[7] −→Dinl inl(L[7])
inr(L)[7] −→Dinr inr(L[7])
[M |� N ][7] −→Dcase [M [7] |� N [7]]

Fig. 2. Reduction rules of TPCES.

conversion, as follows:

x{�← K} = x
〈M;N 〉{�← K} = 〈M{�← K}; N{�← K}〉
inlA(M){�← K} = inlA(M{�← K})
inrA(M){�← K} = inrA(M{�← K})
M [x=N ]{�← K} = M{�← K}[x=N{�← K}]
(�P:M){�← K} = �P:(M{�← K})
[M |� N ]{�← L} = M{�← L}
[M |� N ]{�← R} = N{�← R}
[M |� N ]{�← K} = [M{�← K} |� N{�← K}]; if � �= �
(let N be P in M){�← K} = let N{�← K} be P in M{�← K}
(z of N is Q in M){�← K} = z of N{�← K} is Q in M{�← K}
(�P:J of N is Q in M){�← K} = �P:J{�← K} of N{�← K} is Q in M{�← K}

Note that the behavior of {�← K} on case terms is not exactly substitution.

Remark 2.2. Note that, as a consequence of both the de8nitions of the typing rules
and the reduction rules, we have the following property:
1. Each sub-term of M having the form M1 of M2 is P in N is such that M1 is either

an application variable or a lambda abstraction.
2. Each sub-term of M having the form M1[z=N ] where z is an application variable is

such that N is a lambda abstraction.

The subsystem of TPCES reduction rules containing only: Var1, Var2, Dcut, Dpair,
Dlambda, Dapp1, Dapp2, Dapp3, Dinl, Dinr, Dcase, is called ES.

De�nition 2.3 (Reduction relation TPCES). The reduction relation TPCES is the reduc-
tion relation generated by the reduction rules in Fig. 2, that is, the closure of the
relation generated by the reduction rules for all contexts.
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We use −→TPCES to denote the reduction relation generated by the system TPCES.
The notations −→+

TPCES and −→∗
TPCES are used to denote, respectively, the transi-

tive and re5exive-transitive closures of −→TPCES .
The rules in TPCES\ES handle pattern matching as cut elimination, while the ES

rules handle the explicit substitution, either by distributing it over a term N (this is
the case of the D rules), or by actually performing it when N is a variable (this is
the case of the Var1 and Var2 rules). It is apparent that while the 8rst group of rules
“decomposes” a complex pattern P : A and the corresponding term M , the ES rules
execute the substitution of a variable pattern (or a sum communication variable) in a
term N , the Sub rule making the bridge between the two groups. This is the reason
why the cut sequent rule is associated to two distinct term constructors.
Note that cut elimination steps simulate pattern matching. Consider the −→Pair

reduction rule, for instance. The correspondence between such a rule and the cut elim-
ination step in sequent proofs replacing a cut over A1 ∧ A2 with two cuts over the
sub-formulae A1 and A2 is quite apparent. This corresponds exactly to a “principal–
principal” cut case, called also “key case”.
Also the ES reduction rules are modeled on cut elimination steps. For instance, the

Var1 reduction rule corresponds to the elimination of the last cut in a sequent proof
coming from an axiom (see Section 1) and a similar correspondence can be established
for all the other rules of ES. This fact is completely re5ected in the full proof of
subject reduction given in Section 3.
This shows that cut elimination provides an enlightening rational reconstruction of

computation mechanisms, such as pattern matching and explicit substitution, which are
at the heart of the implementation of functional languages.
Below, we introduce some notions and lemmas that will be useful in the sequel, in

order to prove properties of the TPCES calculus.

Remark 2.3. If M−→TPCES N , then FV (N ) ⊆ FV (M).

Lemma 2.4. The system ES is terminating.

Proof. Using RPO [14,26] where symbols are ordered by the following precedence:

[ ] � of is in ; inl( ); inr( ); [ | ]; � : ; let be in ; 〈 ; 〉

Lemma 2.5. The system ES is con>uent.

Proof. We can easily show local con5uence of ES by a simple inspection of the rules
which are orthogonal. Then we obtain con5uence of ES by Newman’s Lemma (see for
example [4]) and Lemma 2.4.

De�nition 2.4. The ES-normal form of M , noted ES(M), is the normal form of M w.r.t.
the calculus ES.

Since the system ES is con5uent, we have the following result:
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Corollary 2.6. ES-normal forms are unique.

Lemma 2.7. Let M be a term in TTPCES . Then ES(M [x=N ])= ES(M){x=ES(N )}.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of M .

3. Subject reduction for TPCES

Now, we present some intermediate notions useful in order to establish the subject
reduction property for TPCES.

De�nition 3.1. Given a pattern P : A, Dec(P : A) is the deconstruction of P and is
de8ned as follows:

Dec(∅) = ∅
Dec( :A) = :A
Dec(x :A) = x :A
Dec(]z :A→B) = ]z :A→B
Dec((P1 |� P2) :A1 + A2) = (P1 |� P2) :A1 + A2

Dec(〈P1; P2〉 :A1×A2) = Dec(P1 :A1); Dec(P2 :A2)
Dec(@(P1; P2) :A) = Dec(P1 :A); Dec(P2 :A)

This notion extends naturally to a pattern type assignment 
=P1 :A1; : : : ; Pn :An by
de8ning Dec(
) as Dec(P1 :A1); : : : ; Dec(Pn :An).

It is easy to prove that typing is stable by Dec(). Actually a stronger property holds:

Lemma 3.1. 
 .M :A if and only if 
1; Dec(
2) .M :A, for every partition of 
 into
two disjoint sets 
1; 
2.

Proof. The proof of the if part is trivial since it is suScient to apply the rules
(layered) and (× left) to go from Dec(
2) to 
2. The proof of the only if part can
be done by induction on the height of the proof of 
 .M :A.

In particular, we obtain as a corollary that 
 .M :A if and only if Dec(
) .M :A.
Given two typing rules R and W , it is not true in general that they permute. Consider

for example a proof ending with an application of (+ left) followed by (layered):

P :A; R :A+ B .M :C Q :B; R :A+ B .N :C

(P |� Q) :A+ B; R :A+ B . [M |� N ] :C
(+left)

@((P |� Q); R) :A+ B . [M |� N ] :C

(layered)
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It is easy to see that there is no proof of the typing judgment @((P |� Q); R) :
A + B . [M |� N ] : C ending with an application of (layered) followed by (+ left).
However, there are several cases where this permutation property does hold as shown
by the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2 (Permutations). (1) Let R be any rule in {→ left;+left; app; × right;
+right1;+right2; → right; let; sub∗}. If P is a proof of 
 .M : A ending by an
application of R and then wildcard, there is a proof P′ of the same judgment

 .M :A ending with wildcard and then R.

(2) Let W be a rule in {× left; layered} and let R= {app; × right;+right1;+right2;
→ right; let; sub∗}. If P is a proof of 
 .M : A ending by an application of R
and then W , there is a proof P′ of the same judgment 
 .M :A ending with W
and then R.

(3) Let W1 and W2 be rules in {wildcard; × left; layered}. If P is a proof of 
 .M :
A ending with an application of W1 and then W2 such that both rules introduce
disjoint patterns, then there is a proof P′ of the same judgment 
 .M :A ending
with W2 and then W1.

Proof. By cases.

In order to prove the subject reduction property we will simply reason by induction
on terms. As remarked in Section 2.2 there may be several derivations for a given
typing judgment 
 .M :A. However, Lemma 3.3 will allow us to restrict our attention
to a particular derivation D of the judgment 
 .M :A ending with an introduction of
the term M . As a consequence, we will 8nd among the sub-derivations of D those
that introduce the sub-terms of M , and this fact will enable us to apply the induc-
tion hypothesis. Moreover, Lemma 3.3 also gives us a canonical derivation for some
judgments of the form 
; P :B .M :A.

Lemma 3.3 (Introductions). (1) Let M be a term other than a variable, a case or
a variable application. If P is a proof of 
 .M :A, then there is a proof P′ of
the same judgment ending with a rule RM which introduces the term M .

(2) Let M be a variable application or a case. If P is a proof of 
 .M : A, then
there is a proof of Dec(
) .M :A ending with a rule RM which introduces the
term M .

(3) If there is a proof P of 
; P :A .N :B, where P is either a layered pattern, a
product pattern, or a wildcard pattern , then there is a proof P′ of the same
judgment such that the last inference rule introduces the pattern P :A.

Proof. We prove the three statements by induction on the height of the proof P. If
h=0, then 
 .M :A is an axiom and all the properties hold vacuously. Let us suppose
that h ¿ 0.
1. We consider all the possible cases for the last rule R used in P.
• If the last rule R is × right, +right1, +right2, → right, let, sub∗ or app, then
we can take P′ =P.
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• If the last rule is → left (resp. +left), then the statement vacuously holds.
• If the last rule is wildcard, then we have a proof of 
′; P :B .M :A obtained from

a proof of 
′ .M :A by an application of wildcard. We know that the statement
holds for 
′ .M :A by induction hypothesis, so it is suScient to push upwards the
wildcard rule using Lemma 3.2 (item 1).

• If the last rule is × left or layered, then the result holds by the induction hy-
pothesis and the possibility of pushing × left and layered upwards via Lemma
3.2 (item 2).

2. We consider all the possible cases for the last rule R used in P.
• If the last rule R is × right, +right1, +right2, → right, let, sub∗ or app, then
the statement vacuously holds.
• If the last rule is → left (resp. +left), then we know by Lemma 3.1 that there is
a proof of Dec(
) .M :A. Since Dec(
) has no product and no layered patterns,
then the proof of Dec(
) .M :A ends either with → left (resp. +left), in which
case we are done, or with a wildcard rule, in which case we apply Lemma 3.2
(item 1) to push the wildcard rule upwards.
• If the last rule is wildcard, then we have a proof of 
′; P : B .M : A obtained

by a wildcard rule from a proof of 
′ .M :A. We know that the statement holds
for 
′ .M :A by induction hypothesis so that there is a proof P′ of Dec(
′) .M :A
ending with a rule RM which introduces M . Now, let us suppose that
Dec(P : B)=P1 : B1; : : : ; Pn : Bn. Then Dec(
′); Dec(P : B) .M : A is provable
from P′ by n application of the wildcard rule, and we can push upwards these
rules by application of Lemma 3.2 (item 1) so that we obtain the desired result.

• If the last rule is × left or layered, then the result just holds by the induction
hypothesis and the de8nition of Dec().

3. To show this property, suppose the last rule used in P introduces the pattern P :A.
Then we are done. Otherwise, if P is , then we can show the property by induction
on the height of the proof P. The last case is when P is either a product pattern
〈P1; P2〉 or a layered pattern @(P1; P2). Then we know by the proof of Lemma 3.1
that there is a proof of 
;Dec(P1) :A1; Dec(P2) :A2 .N :B, where A1 =A2 =A if P
is a layered pattern and A=A1 × A2 if P is a product pattern. We can now, also
by Lemma 3.1, reconstruct a proof of 
; P1 :A1; P2 :A2 .N :B, and thus we apply
either the (× left) or (layered) rule to obtain P as follows:


; P1 :A1; P2 :A2 .N :B


; P :A .N :B

In order to prove the subject-reduction property we still need the following prelim-
inary results:

Lemma 3.4. If P ∈AP(A), then P(�;K) ∈AP(C) for some type C.

Proof. By induction on patterns.
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Lemma 3.5. If 
 .M :A, then 
(�;K) .M{�← K} :A.

Proof. See the appendix.

Lemma 3.6 (Loosening). Let T; P :A .M :B be a provable judgment. We have:
1. If P=(P1 |� P2) and � =∈FV (M) then 
 .M :B is provable.
2. If Var(P) ∩ FV (M)= ∅, then 
 .M :B is provable.

Proof. See the appendix.

Theorem 3.7 (TPCES subject-reduction). If 
 .T :D and T−→TPCES T ′, then 
 .T ′ :D.

Proof. By induction on T .
Base case: T is a variable x. In this case, T is in normal form, so there is nothing

to show.
Inductive step: We 8rst remark that in all the cases where T−→TPCES T ′ is an internal

reduction step, the property immediately follows using Lemma 3.3 (items 1 and 2)
and the induction hypothesis, so we are left to show the property for the cases where
reduction takes place at the head of the term T .
1. If T ≡〈M;N 〉, T ≡ �P : A:M , T ≡ inlB(M), T ≡ inrB(M), T ≡ z of M is P :

A in M , T ≡ [M |� N ], head reductions are not possible.
2. T ≡ �Q : A:M of N is P : B in L. This term is head reducible by an Of-rule.

By Lemma 3.3, item 1, we have a proof ending in


; Q :A .M :B


 . �Q :A:M :A→B
(→ right) 
 .N :A 
; P :B . L :D


 . �Q :A:M of N is P :B in L :D

(app)

where FCV (�Q :A:M)=FCV (N )= ∅.
Then we have a proof ending in


 .N :A 
;Q :A .M :B


 . let N be Q :A in M :B
(let) 
; P :B . L :D


 . let (let N be Q :A in M) be P :B in L :D

(let)

We remark that since FCV (N )= ∅, then we can apply the 8rst let rule and,
since FCV (let N be Q :A in M)=FCV (N )∪(FCV (M)\Var(Q))=FCV (N )∪
FCV (�Q :A:M)= ∅ the second let rule is also applicable.

3. T ≡ let M be P : A in N . By hypothesis there is a proof P of the judgment

 . let M be P : A in N : D and an application of Lemma 3.3, item 1, allows
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us to suppose, without loss of generality, that P ends with a let rule. There are
several sub-cases that need to be considered:
(a) T ≡ let 〈M1; M2〉 be 〈P1; P2〉 :A1×A2 in N , and thus

T ′ ≡ let M1 be P1 :A1 in (let M2 be P2 :A2 in N ):

By Lemma 3.3, items 1 and 3, we can suppose, without loss of generality,
that P ends with


 .M1 :A1 
 .M2 :A2


 . 〈M1; M2〉 :A1×A2

(× right)

; P1 :A1; P2 :A2 . N :D


; 〈P1; P2〉 :A1×A2 . N :D
(× left)


 .let 〈M1; M2〉 be 〈P1; P2〉 :A1×A2 in N :D

(let)

where FCV (〈M1; M2〉)= ∅. Hence we have the following proof for T ′:


  M1 :A1


  M2 :A2


; P1 :A1 .M2 :A2

(wild) 
; P1 :A1; P2 :A2 . N :D


; P1 :A1 .let M2 be P2 :A2 in N :D

(let)


 .let M1 be P1 :A1 in (let M2 be P2 :A2 in N ) :D

(let)

Note that the application of the wildcard typing rule is possible since
P1 ∈AP(A1) and P1 : A1; 
 is linear.

(b) M ≡ �Q :B:L, P is ]z , A is B→C, T ′≡N [z=�Q :B:L], so that the reduction
rule is Lambda. Thus, by Lemma 3.3, item 1, we can suppose that P ends
with


 . �Q :B:L :B→C ]z :B→C; 
 .N :D


 . let �Q :B:L be ]z :B→C in N :D
(let)

where FCV (�Q : B:L)= ∅. Thus, we trivially have a proof ending with a
sub∗ typing rule:


 . �Q :B:L :B→C ]z :B→C; 
 .N :D

N [z=�Q :B:L] :D
(subf)

Hence, the U reduction rule corresponds to no modiAcation of the logical
proof underlying the typing proof of the reduced term.

(c) T ≡ let M be x : A in N and T ′≡N [x=M ]. This case is quite analogous
to the one immediately above. Again, the Sub reduction rule corresponds
to no modiAcation of the logical proof underlying the typing proof of the
reduced term.
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(d) T ≡ let M be :A in N and T ′≡N . By Lemma 3.3, items 1 and 3 we
can suppose that P ends with


 .M :A

 .N :D

:A; 
 .N :D
(wild)


 . let M be :A in N :D

(let)

Thus, trivially, 
 .N :D is provable.
(e) T≡let M be @(P1; P2) :A in N and T ′≡let M be P1 :A in (let M be

in P2 :AN ). Again by Lemma 3.3, items 1 and 3 we may suppose that P
ends with


 .M :A

; P1 :A; P2 :A .N :D


;@(P1; P2) :A .N :D
(lay)


 . let M be @(P1; P2) :A in N :D

(let)

where FCV (M)= ∅. Hence, we can transform P in a proof P′ ending in


 .M :A


 .M :A

P1 :A; 
 .M :A
(wild) P1;:A; P2 :A; 
 . N :D

P1 :A; 
 .let M be P2 in N

(let)


 .let M be P1 in (let M be P2 in N )

(let)

Note that P1 ∈AP(A) and P1 : A; 
 is linear, so the wildcard rule can be
applied. Also, the let rules can be applied since FCV (M) is the empty set.

(f) T ≡ let inl(M) be (P1 |� P2) : B1 + B2 in N and T ′≡ let M be
P1 in N{�← L}, so that the used reduction rule is Case1. By Lemma
3.3, item 1, there is a proof ending in


 .M :B1


 .inl(M) :B1 + B2

(+right1) 
; (P1 |� P2) :B1 + B2 . N :D


 .let inl(M) be (P1 |� P2) :B1 + B2 in N :D

(let)

To show that there is a proof of 
 .T ′ :D it is suScient to show that there
is a proof of 
 .M : B1 (which holds by hypothesis) and another one of

; P1 :B1 .N{� ← }L :D. Since (
; (P1 |� P2) :B1 + B2)(�;L) .N{� ← }L :D
is provable by Lemma 3.5, and (
; (P1 |� P2))(�;L) :B1 +B2 =
; P1 :B1, then
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the property holds. The case T ≡ let inr(M) be (P1 |� P2) :B1 +B2 in N
is analogous to the one immediately above.

4. T ≡N [v=M ] where v is either a usual variable or an application communi-
cation variable.
In both cases, by Lemma 3.3, item 1, we may suppose to have a proof

P ending with a sub∗ rule:


 .M :A ?v :A; 
 .N :D


 .N [v=M ] :D
(sub∗)

such that FCV (M)= ∅.
If T ′ has been obtained by a head reduction of T , several sub-cases need

to be considered. Recall that the following situations:
• N ≡U of S is Q in L, U is neither an application variable nor an ab-
straction term,
• N is any term, v is an application variable but M is not an abstraction
term,

need not be considered (see Remark 2.2). Thus, we are left with the fol-
lowing cases:

(a) N ≡ x, where x is a usual variable and v is x itself.
Thus, the used reduction rule is Var1 and T ′≡M and D≡A. In this case,
by Lemma 3.3, item 1, we can assume that the proof P typing T ends with


 .M :A x :A; 
 . x :A


 . x[x=M ] :A
(sub)

As a consequence, 
 .M :A, i.e., 
 .T ′ :A, is provable.
(b) N ≡ x, where x is a usual variable and v is a distinct variable y.

Thus, the used reduction rule is Var2 and T ′≡ x. In this case, the proof P
typing T ends with


 .M :A y :A; 
 . x :D


 . x[y=M ] :D
(sub)

Since y :A; 
 . x :D is provable, then by Lemma 3.6, item 2, the judgment

 . x :D, i.e., 
 .T ′ :D, is provable.

(c) N ≡ inlB(L).
Here, the applied reduction rule is Dinl, the type D of T is C + B and
T ′≡ inlB(L[v=M ]). By Lemma 3.3, item 1, since ?v :A; 
 . inlB(L) :C + B
is typable, there is a proof ending in

?v :A; 
 . L :C

?v :A; 
 . inlB(L) :C + B
(+right1)
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We can then construct a proof ending in


 .M :A ?v :A; 
 . L :C


 .L[v=M ] :C
(sub∗)


 . inlB(L[v=M ]) :C + B

(+right1)

The case inrB(L) is similar.
(d) N ≡ �P :B:J . Then by Lemma 3.3, item 1, we have a proof ending in

?v :A; 
; P :B . J :C

?v :A; 
 . �P :B:J :B→C
(→ right)

We can then construct a proof ending in


 .M :A


; P :B .M :A
(Weak) ?v :A; 
; P :B . J :C


; P :B . J [v=M ] :C

(sub∗)


 . �P :B:J [v=M ] :B→C

(→ right)

We remark that FCV (M) by hypothesis so that the (sub∗) rule is correct.
(e) N ≡ [L |� S].

Thus, T ′≡ [L[v=M ] |� S[v=M ]], and the applied rule is Dcase. Since 
; ?v :
A . [L |� S] : D is provable, by Lemma 3.3, item 2, there is a proof of
Dec(
); ?v :A . [L |� S] :D ending with a rule introducing the term [L |� S].
We have Dec(
; ?v :A)=>; ?v :A; (P |� Q) :B+C, for some >. Hence, there
is a proof ending in

>; ?v :A; P :B . L :D >; ?v :A;Q :C . S :D

>; ?v :A; (P |� Q) :B+ C . [L |� S] :D
(+left)

By Lemma 3.1, since 
 .M : A is provable, we also have a proof of
Dec(
) .M :A, so that >; (P |� Q) :B + C .M :A is provable. Now, since
FCV (M) is empty by hypothesis, then � =∈ FV (M) and by Lemma 3.6,
item 2, we have that >.M : A is provable. We can then construct the
following proof:

>; ?v :A; P :B . L :D
>.M :A

>; P :B .M :A

>; P :B . L[v=M ] :D

>; ?v :A; Q :C . S :D
>.M :A

>; Q :C .M :A

>; Q :C . S[v=M ] :D

>; (P |� Q) :B + C . [L[v=M ] |� S[v=M ]] :D
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Thus, by Lemma 3.1, we have that 
 .T ′ :D is provable.
(f) N ≡〈T1; T2〉, D is B×C.

Again, v may be either a usual variable or an application communication
variable (this holds for all the following sub-cases too). Here, T ′≡〈T1[v=M ],
T2[v=M ]〉, the type D is B×C and the applied reduction rule is Dpair.
Since ?v :A; 
 . 〈T1; T2〉 :B×C is provable, by Lemma 3.3, item 1, we may
suppose to have a proof P ending in

?v :A; 
 . T1 :B ?v :A; 
 . T2 :C

?v :A; 
 . 〈T1; T2〉 :B×C
(× right)

Thus we can construct a proof ending in


 .M :A ?v :A; 
 . T1 :C


 . T1[v=M ] :C
(sub∗)


 .M :A ?v :A; 
 . T2 :B


 . T2[v=M ] :B
(sub∗)


 . 〈T1[v=M ]; T2[v=M ]〉 :B×C

where the inference rule (sub∗) is either (sub) or (subf).
(g) N ≡ let R be P :B in L.

Here, T ′≡ let R[v=M ] be P :B in L[v=M ] and the applied rule is Dcut.
By Lemma 3.3, item 1, since ?v :A; 
 . let R be P :B in L :D is provable,
we have a proof P ending in

?v :A; 
 .R :B ?v; P :B; 
 . L :D

?v :A; 
 . let R be P :B in L :D
(let)

where FCV (R)= ∅.
Thus, we can obtain a proof of


 .M :A ?v :A; 
 . R :B


 . R[v=M ] :B


 .M :A

P :B; 
 .M :A
(wild) P :B; 
; ?v :A . L :D

P :B; 
 . L[v=M ] :D


 .let R[v=M ] be P :B in L[v=M ] :D

(let)

where the wildcard rule is possible since P ∈AP(B) and P :B; 
 is linear.
The application of the last let rule is possible since FCV (R[v=M ])=
FCV (M)∪ (FCV (R)\{v})= ∅.
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(h) N ≡U of S is Q : C in L. The cases to be considered are those where
some of the rules Dapp1;Dapp2;Dapp3 is applied.

We have three diRerent cases (see Remark 2.2 in Section 2.3):
• The term U is an application communication variable z such that variable

z≡= v. In this case, the applied reduction rule is Dapp2 and T ′≡ z of
S[v=M ] is Q :CL[v=M ]. Since

?v :A; 
 . z of S is Q :C in L :D

is provable, by Lemma 3.3, item 2, there is a proof P ending in

>; ?v :A . S :B >; ?v :A; Q :C . L :D

>; ]z :B→C; ?v :A . z of S is Q :C in L :D
(−→ left)

where Dec(
)=>; ]z : B→C, and FCV (S)= ∅. Since there is also a
proof of 
 .M :A, then by Lemma 3.1 there is a proof of Dec(
) .M :A,
i.e., of >; ]z :B→C .M :A. By hypothesis FCV (M) is empty (because
of the restriction on the sub∗ rules), hence z �∈ FV (M) and by Lemma
3.6, item 2, we have >.M :A. We can then construct the proof:

>; ?v :A . S :B > .M :A

> . S[v=M ] :B

>; ?v :A; Q :C . L :D
>.M :A

>; Q :C .M :A
(wild)

>; Q :C . L[v=M ] :D

>; ]z :B→C . z of S[v=M ] is Q :C in L[v=M ] :D

where the last inference is a −→ left and the two inferences immedi-
ately above are two instances of the sub∗ rule (sub or subf according
to the nature of the variable v). Note that FCV (S[v=M ])= (FCV (S) \
{v})∪FCV (M)= ∅, hence the last inference in the above proof is cor-
rect, and that the displayed application of the wildcard rule is also correct,
since Q∈AP(C) and >;Q :C is linear. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, we have a
proof of 
 .T ′ :D.
• If U is the variable v, then v is necessarily an application communication
variable, M is a �-abstraction �P :B:J , (see Remark 2.2 in Section 2.3),
and A is a functional type B→C. Therefore, the applied reduction rule
is Dapp1 and T ′≡ �P :B:J of S is Q :C in L. By Lemma 3.3, item 2,
we have a proof ending in

Dec(
) . S :B Dec(
); Q :C .L :D

Dec(
); ]v :B −→ C . v of S is Q :C in L :D
(−→ left)
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and we can then construct, by using the layered and ×left rules, a proof
ending with


 . �P :B:J :B→C

Dec(
) . S :B


 . S :B

Dec(
); Q :C . L :D


; Q :C . L :D


 . �P :B:J of S is Q :C in L :D

(app)

• If U is a �-abstraction �P :B:J , then T ′≡ �P :B:J [v=M ] of S[v=M ] is Q :
C in L[v=M ] and the applied reduction rule is Dapp3. Since 
; ?v :A . �P :
B:J of S is Q :C in L :D is provable, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 there is
a proof ending in

Dec(
); ?v :A; P :B . J :C

Dec(
); ?v :A . �P :B:J :B→C
Dec(
); ?v :A . S :B Dec(
); Q :C; ?v :A . L :D

Dec(
) . �P :B:J of S is Q :C in L :D

where FCV (�P :B:J )=FCV (S)= ∅. Then, we can construct three proofs
ending, respectively, in

Dec(
); ?v :A; P :B . J :C


; ?v :A; P :B . J :C


 .M :A


; P :B .M :A
(wild)


; P :B . J [v=M ] :C

(sub∗)


 . �P :B:J [v=M ] :B→C

(→ right)

Dec(
); ?v :A . S :B


; ?v :A . S :B


 .M :A


 . S[v=M ] :B

(sub∗)

Dec(
); Q :C; ?v :A . L :D


; Q :C; ?v :A . L :D


 .M :A


; Q :C .M :A
(wild)


; Q :C . L[v=M ] :D

(sub∗)
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where each inference (sub∗) is either a (sub) or a (subf) inference.
Hence, we can obtain a proof ending in


 . �P :B:J [v=M ] :B→C 
 . S[v=M ] :B 
; Q :C . L[v=M ] :D


 . �P :B:J [v=M ] of S[v=M ] is Q in L[v=M ] :D
(app)

Note that FCV (�P :B:J [v=M ])=FCV (J [v=M ])\Var(P)= ((FCV (J )\{v})
∪FCV (M))\Var(P) which is the empty-set by hypothesis. Thus there is
a proof of 
 .T ′ :D.

4. Encoding functions into the TPCES-calculus

This section shows how to encode functions into the TPCES-calculus. More precisely,
we 8rst show that simply typed �-calculus can be expressed within the TPCES-calculus
in a very simple way. Secondly, we show how to add recursive types (as lists and
trees) in order to express standard programs which manipulate such recursive data
types. In both cases, it turns out that conditions on free communication variables used
in typing rules → left, sub, subf, let and app do not limit the expressive power of
the TPCES-calculus.
An interesting remark to make here is that in functional programming the notation

#let rec f = function
p1 -> l1
|p2 -> l2;;

used to de8ne a function by cases, forces the pattern pi to be always written on
the left-hand side of its correspondent sub-program li. That means that there is no
independence between sum patterns and case terms as they are always syntactically
connected by the symbol ->. From a logical point of view, if we consider our typing
rules, that means also that in the proof associated to such a program, the rule (+left)
is always applied immediately before the rule (→ right).

Imagine now that l1 and l2 share some code, and thus we can write them respec-
tively as C[r1] and C[r2], where C[ ] denotes a context which represents this shared
code. Our formalism allows us to write the function f as

�(p1 |� p2):C[r1 |� r2]

where the � communication variable is the syntactical tool used to make explicit the
connection between any pattern and its correspondent sub-program, without forcing one
to be dependent on the other one.
This makes TPCES a rather 5exible formalism to write functions by cases.

4.1. Encoding simply typed �-calculus into TPCES-calculus

The simply typed lambda calculus can be de8ned by the typing rules in Fig. 3 and
the reduction rules in Fig. 4.
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x1 :A1; : : : xn :An . xi :Ai (proj)


; x :B .M :A


 . �x :B:M :B→A
(→ i)


 .M :A→B 
 .N :A


 . (MN ) :B
(→ e)


 .M :A 
 .N :B


 . 〈M;N 〉 :A×B
(× i)


 .M :A×B


 . ?1(M) :A
(× e)


 .M :A×B


 . ?2(M) :A
(× e)


 .M :A


 . inlB(M) :A+ B
(+i1)


 .M :A


 . inrB(M) :B+ A
(+i2)


 .L :A+ B x :A; 
 .M :C y :B; 
 .N :C


 . case L of x :A:M | y :B:N :C
(+e)

Fig. 3. Typing rules for the simply typed lambda calculus.

(�x :A:M)N −→ M{x ← N}
?1(〈M;N 〉) −→ M
?2(〈M;N 〉) −→ N
case inl(L) of x :A:M | y :B:N −→ M{x ← L}
case inr(L) of x :A:M | y :B:N −→ N{y ← L}

Fig. 4. Reduction rules for the simply typed lambda calculus.

The simply typed lambda calculus can be immediately translated into the typed pat-
tern calculus. The introduction rules/constructs are already there, so they have a trivial
translation. Following the usual translation of natural deduction proofs into sequent
proofs, the elimination rules/constructs are translated by the corresponding left rules
followed by a let rule.

(× elim1)

 .M :A×B


 . ?1(M) :A
�−→


 .M :A×B
x :A; y :B; 
 . x :A

〈x; y〉 :A×B; 
 . x :A
(× left)


 . let M be 〈x; y〉 :A×B in x :A

(let)
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where x; y are fresh usual variables. Similarly for (× elim2).

(→ elim)

 .M :A→B 
 .N :A


 . (MN ) :B
�−→


 .M :A→B

 .N :A y :B; 
 . y :B

]z :A→B; 
 . z of N is y :B in y :B
(→ left)


 .let M be ]z :A→B in (z of N is y :B in y) :B

(let)

where y; z are fresh usual variables.

(+elim)

 .L :A+ B x :A; 
 .M :C y :B; 
 .N :C


 . case L of x :A:M | y :B:N :C
�−→


 .L :A+ B
x :A; 
 .M :C y :B; 
 .N :C

(x |� y) :A+ B; 
 . [M |� N ] :C
(+left)


 . let L be (x |� y) :A+ B in [M |� N ] :C

(let)

where � is a fresh sum variable.
Let M be a simply typed term. We denote by M∗ the translation of M in the pattern

calculus, which is recursively de8ned by

x∗ =def x
(�x :A:M)∗ =def �x :A:M∗

inl(M)∗ =def inl(M∗)
inr(M)∗ =def inr(M∗)
(?i(M))∗ =def let M∗ be 〈x1; x2〉 :A×B in xi
(MN )∗ =def let M∗ be ]z :; A→B in (z of N∗ is y :B in y)
(case L of x :A:M | y :B:N )∗ =def let L∗ be (x |� y) :A + B in [M∗ |� N∗]

where x1; x2; y; z; � are fresh variables. It is easy to see that the translation is type
preserving (since it mirrors a translation of proofs!) and that (M{x ← L})∗ =
M∗{x ← L∗}.
The following lemma shows that the conditions on free communication variables

used in typing rules → left, sub, subf , let and app is not harmful, w.r.t. the aim of
encoding �-calculus in TPCES.

Lemma 4.1. Let M be a simply typed term. Then M∗ contains no free communication
variables.

Proof. By induction on the structure of simply typed terms.
• If M = x, then the property is trivial.
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• If M = 〈N; L〉, M = inl(N ), M = inr(N ) or M = �P:R, then the property holds by
i.h.
• If M = ?i(N ), then M∗ = let N ∗ be 〈x1; x2〉 : A×B in xi. By i.h. N ∗ does not
contain free communication variables. The property holds since x1 and x2 are not
communication variables.
• If M =case Lof x : A:N |y : B:R, then M∗ = let L∗ be (x |� y) : A + B in
[N ∗ | �R∗]. By i.h N ∗ and L∗ do not contain free communication variables. Also, y
is not a communication variable and z is a communication variable, but it is bound.

• If M =case L of x : A:N | y : B:R, then M∗ = let L∗ be (x |� y) : A + B in
[N ∗ |� R∗]. By i.h L∗, N ∗ and R∗ do not contain free communication variables and
x; y are not translated as communication variables. The property holds since � is a
communication variable, but it is bound.

Indeed, simply typed �-calculus can be encoded in TPCES:

Theorem 4.2 (TPCES simulates the simply typed lambda calculus). Let M and N be
two simply typed terms. If M−→ N in the simply typed �-calculus, then we have that
M∗−→+

TPCES N ∗.

Proof. By induction on the structure of M using the fact that we only use fresh free
communication variables in the translation.

The issue of the possibility of de8ning a reverse translation from TPCES typable
terms back to �-calculus, and to study the relation between the two translations is
beyond the scope of this paper.

4.2. Adding recursive types to TPCES

This section is largely inspired by Kesner et al. [28], since the techniques used here
are essentially the same.
We use the standard fold/unfold [20] technique to encode recursion. In order to

de8ne recursive types, we add a type constant 1 and type variables with X ranging
over all the types. We then add to types, patterns and terms:

A ::= · · · | 1 | X | recX:A;
P ::= · · · | ? | fold(P);

M ::= · · · | ? | foldX:A(M) | Bx : A:M:

We have now to add the following typing rules to the original system in Section 2.2,
where { ← }, denotes a meta-level substitution used for types:


 .M :A

? :1; 
 .M :A

 .? :1

x :A; 
 .M :A


 . Bx : A:M :A
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P :A{X ← recX:A}; 
 .M :B

fold(P) :recX:A; 
 .M :B


 .M :A{X ← recX:A}


 .foldX:A(M) :recX:A

We also add the following reduction rules to the original reduction system in Sec-
tion 2.3:

Bx:M −→ M [x=Bx:M ]
let ? be ? in N −→ N
let foldX:A(M) be fold(P) in N −→ let M be P in N

Now, in order to de8ne the following function merge:
#let rec merge = function
([] , l) -> l
|(a::l as z,[]) -> z
|(a::l , b::m) -> a::(b::merge(l,m));;

we use the following abbreviations:

Terms
{

nil =def foldX:(1+A × X )(inlA × listA(?))
c(M; L) =def foldX:(1+A × X )(inr1(〈M; L〉))

Pattern
{
(nil |� c(P;Q)) =def fold((? |� 〈P;Q〉)):

With these new de8nitions, we have the following expected derived reductions se-
quences in the extended system:

let nil be (nil |� c(P;Q)) in N −→∗ N{�← L}
let c(M; L) be (nil |� c(P;Q)) in N −→∗ let 〈M; L〉 be 〈P;Q〉 in

N{�← R}
With this syntactic sugar, we proceed to express the pattern-matching program merge

given in the introduction. For more clarity, we write F =def M{f ← F} instead of
F =def Bf:M and also we omit types annotations on lambda abstraction.

merge=def �〈@(z1; ((nil |� c(x1; l1))));@(z2; ((nil |' c(x2; l2))))〉
[ [nil |' z2] |� [z1 |' c(x1; c(x2; merge 〈l1; l2〉))] ].

This program says that merge is a function taking two arguments of type listA,
each one having the form either nil or c( ; ). In order to distinguish the form of the
8rst (resp. second) argument, the communication variable � (resp. ') is used. The 8rst
(resp. second) argument is also called z1 (resp. z2) via a layered pattern. The body of
the function is expressed by the term

[ [nil |' z2] |� [z1 |' c(x1; c(x2; merge 〈l1; l2〉))] ]
and considers, as expected, four possible cases, corresponding to four possible instanti-
ations of the sum variables: if the argument is 〈nil; nil〉, corresponding to �= L; '= L,
then the result is nil, if the argument is 〈nil; c(x2; l2)〉, corresponding to �= L; '= R,
then the result is z2, if the argument is 〈c(x1; l1); nil〉, corresponding to �= R; '= L,
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the result is z1, and 8nally if the argument is 〈c(x1; l1); c(x2; l2)〉, corresponding to
�= R; '= R, then the result is c(x1; c(x2; merge〈l1; l2〉)).
The closed term merge type-checks since the judgment . merge : listA× listA→ listA
is derivable in the extended typing system including the typing rules for recursion
given above.
The function merge has the expected operational behavior using the new reduction

rules recently introduced; indeed, one can verify that:

merge〈nil; nil〉 −→∗ nil
merge〈nil; c(a; l)〉 −→∗ c(a; l)
merge〈c(a; l); nil〉 −→∗ c(a; l)
merge〈c(a; nil); c(b; nil)〉 −→∗ c(a; c(b; nil))

where merge〈x; y〉 abbreviates the term let merge be ]z in z of 〈x; y〉 is w in w
exactly as in Section 4.1.
Other interesting examples using lists can be found in [28]. Note however that in the

rest of the paper we will keep on working with a calculus with no recursion, otherwise
properties such as strong normalization would not be pertinent.

5. The calculus TPC

We remark that, in a pattern calculus, both pattern matching and substitutions can
be either at the meta-level or in the language itself. More precisely, if both operations
are in the meta-language we get, for example, the calculus in [28], if both are in
the language itself we get the TPCES calculus, and, 8nally, if pattern matching is
internalized while substitution is kept as a meta-level operation we get the TPC calculus
that we introduce in this section. It is interesting to study here such a calculus because
proving some properties of TPC will help us to prove some properties of TPCES (i.e.
con5uence and strong normalization).
The (raw) terms of the TPC-calculus are (raw) TPCES-terms without explicit sub-

stitutions. The typing rules of TPC are those for TPCES except sub. To avoid con-
fusion between typing judgments in TPC and TPCES, when necessary we will write

 . TPCM :A (resp. 
 . TPCESM :A).
The reduction rules of the TPC-calculus are the same as those of TPCES\ES but

explicit substitution is replaced by a meta-level substitution as Fig. 5 shows.
As expected, the calculus TPC-calculus also enjoys subject reduction. This is a

consequence of the subject reduction property for TPCES (Theorem 3.7) and Lemma 2.7
which shows how ES implements meta-level substitutions.

Theorem 5.1 (TPC-subject reduction). If 
 .M :A and M −→TPC N , then 
 .N :A.

The following result will be used in order to prove tha main properties of TPC,
namely, con5uence and strong normalization.
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(�P:J ) of M is Q in N −→Of let (let M be P in J ) be Q in N
let 〈M1; M2〉 be 〈P1; P2〉 in N −→Pair let M1 be P1 in (let M2 be P2 in N )
let M be @(P1; P2) in N −→Cont let M be P1 in (let M be P2 in N )
let inl(L) be (P |� Q) in M −→Case1 let L be P in M{�← L}
let inr(L) be (P |� Q) in M −→Case2 let L be Q in M{�← R}
let (�P:M) be ]z in N −→Lambda N{z ← �P:M}
let M be x in N −→Sub N{x ← M}
let M be in N −→Weak N

Fig. 5. Reduction rules of TPC.

Lemma 5.2 (Reduction is stable under substitution). IfM −→TPC M ′ and N−→TPC N ′,
then
1. M{x ← N}−→TPC M ′{x ← N},
2. M{�← K}−→TPC M ′{�← K} and
3. M{x ← N}−→∗

TPC M{x ← N ′} (M{x ← N}−→+
TPC M{x ← N ′} if x∈

FV (M)).

Proof. We show the three properties by induction on M :
• M = x. Then, the 8rst and second properties trivially hold. For the third one,

x{x ← N}=N −→+
TPC N ′ = x{x ← N ′}.

• M =y. Then the 8rst and second properties trivially hold. For the third one,
y{x ← N}=y−→∗

TPC y=y{x ← N ′}.
• For all the other cases the properties hold by induction hypothesis using the substi-
tution lemma [5].

5.1. Con>uence for TPC

It is well known that orthogonal higher-order calculi, where abstractions are only
de8ned on variables, can be proved to be con5uent (see for example [36]). Now,
even if TPC could be intuitively be seen as an “orthogonal” higher-order calculus,
one cannot apply the previous mentioned techniques to prove con5uence of TPC as
abstractions are now also de8ned on patterns. As a consequence, in order to prove
the con5uence property for all raw terms of TPC we use a method due to Tait and
Martin-LWof [5], relating the reduction relation to a parallel reduction relation � . This
proof technique is quite standard and has essentially four steps:
1. De8ne a re5exive parallel reduction relation on terms closed for all contexts, written

here � .
2. Prove that the re5exive and transitive closures of and � are the same relation.
3. Prove that � has the diamond property.
4. Prove that a relation is con5uent if it has the diamond property.
We proceed now to de8ne the parallel reduction � as follows:

De�nition 5.1 (The relation � ).
• M�M .
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• If M�M ′ and N�N ′, then
◦ let M be in N�N ′ and let M be x in N�N ′{x ← M ′}.
◦ If M is a �-abstraction, then let M be ]z in N�N ′{z ← M ′}.
◦ If M = 〈M1; M2〉 and M ′ = 〈M ′

1; M
′
2〉, then

let 〈M1; M2〉 be 〈P1; P2〉 in N� let M ′
1 be P1 in (let M ′

2 be P2 in N ′).
◦ If M = inl(M1) and M ′ = inl(M ′

1), then
let inl(M1) be (P1 |� P2) in N� let M ′

1 be P1 in N ′{�← L}.
◦ If M = inr(M1) and M ′ = inr(M ′

1), then
let inr(M1) be (P1 |� P2) in N� let M ′

1 be P2 in N ′{�← R},
◦ let M be @(P1; P2) in N� let M ′ be P1 in (let M ′ be P2 in N ′).

• If M = �P:J� �P:J ′ = M ′, N�N ′ and L�L′, then
(�P:J ) of N is Q in L� let (let N ′ be P in J ′) be Q in L′.

• If M1�M ′
1; : : : ; Mn�M ′

n, then f(M1; : : : ; Mn)�f(M ′
1; : : : ; M

′
n), where f( ; : : : ; ) is

inl( ); inr( ); �P: ; [ |� ]; 〈 ; 〉; let be P in ; of is P in .

In what follows, given a binary reduction relation R, we will say that, MRM ′

comes from “internal reductions” iR M = C[M1; : : : ; Mn] and M ′ =C[M ′
1; : : : ; M

′
n] for

some non-empty context C[ ] and ∀i MiRM ′
i .

Lemma 5.3. The re>exive transitive closures of � and −→TPC are the same rela-
tion.

Proof. To show the inclusion � ∗ ⊆ −→∗
TPC , we show that � ⊆ −→∗

TPC by
induction on the de8nition of � . See the appendix for details.

In order to prove the diamond property of � we need the following intermediate
results.

Lemma 5.4. If M�M ′ and N�N ′, then M{x ← N}�M ′{x ← N ′}.

Proof. By induction on the structure of M using the substitution lemma [5].

Lemma 5.5. If M�M ′, then there is N such that M{� ← K}�N and
M ′{�← K}�N .

Proof. By induction on M and by cases. See the appendix for details.

Proposition 5.6 (Diamond property for � ). The relation � satisAes the diamond
property: for every term L such that L�L1 and L�L2, there exists L3 such that
L1�L3 and L2�L3.

Proof. By induction on the structure of L. There are two cases:
• If L�L1 and L�L2 come from internal reductions, then there exists a context

C[ ] such that L=C[M 1; : : : ; Mn]�C[M 1
1 ; : : : ; M

n
1 ]=L1 and L=C[M 1; : : : ; Mn]�

C[M 1
2 ; : : : ; M

n
2 ]=L2, where Mi�Mi

1 and Mi�Mi
2 for i=1 : : : n. By i.h. there are
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sub-terms M 1
3 ; : : : ; M

n
3 such that Mi

1�Mi
3 and Mi

2�Mi
3 for i=1 : : : n. Let L3 =

C[M 1
3 ; : : : ; M

n
3 ], then L1�L3 and L2�L3.

• If L�L1 or L�L2 do not come both from internal reductions, we proceed by case-
analysis. We just show the most interesting case as all the others are straightforward:
If L= let N be x in M , there are 2 cases:
If let N be x in M�M2{x ← N2}, where N�N2 and M�M2, and

let N be x in M� let N1 be x in M1, where N�N1 and M�M1, then there
exist by i.h N3 and M3 such that N1�N3, N2�N3, M1�M3, M2�M3. We close
the diagram using Lemma 5.4 as follows:

M2{x ← N2}�M3{x ← N3} let N1 be x in M1�M3{x ← N3}:
If let N be x in M�M2{x ← N2}, where N�N2 and M�M2, and let N be
x in M�M1{x ← N1}, where N�N1 and M�M1, then there exist by i.h N3 and
M3 such that N1�N3, N2�N3, M1�M3, M2�M3. We close the diagram using
Lemma 5.4 as follows:

M2{x ← N2}�M3{x ← N3}; M1{x ← N1}�M3{x ← N3}:
If L= let inl(M) be (P |� Q) in N , there are also two cases:
If let inl(M) be (P |� Q) in N� let M ′ be P in N{� ← L}, where

M�M ′, and let inl(M ′′) be (P|� Q) in N� let inl(M ′′) be (P|�Q)
in N ′ where M�M ′′ and N�N ′, then we have by i.h. M1 such that M ′�M1

and M ′′�M1. Therefore,

let M ′ be P in N{�← L}� let M1 be P in N{�← L}
and

let inl(M ′′) be (P |� Q) in N ′

� let inl(M1) be (P |� Q) in N ′

� let M1 be P in N ′{�← L}:
By Lemma 5.5 we know that there is H such that N{� ← L}�H and
N ′{� ← L}�H so that let M1 be P in N{� ← L}� let M1 be P in H and
let M1 be P in N ′{�← L}� let M1 be P in H allow to close the diagram.
If let inl(M) be (P |� Q) in N� let M ′ be P in N{� ← L}, where

M�M ′, and let inl(M) be (P|�Q) in N� let M ′′ be P in N{�← L}, where
M�M ′′, then we have by i.h. M1 such that M ′�M1 and M ′′�M1. Therefore,
let M ′ be P in N{� ← L}� let M1 be P in N{� ← L} and let M ′′ be
P in N{�← L} � let M1 be Pin N{�← L} concludes this case.

It is easy to see that if a relation R satis8es the diamond property then its re5exive
transitive closure R∗ also satis8es it [5]. Hence, by Lemma 5.15 and Proposition 5.6
we can conclude:

Theorem 5.7 (Con5uence of TPC). The relation −→TPC is con>uent on raw terms,
i.e., if M −→∗

TPC N and M −→∗
TPC N ′, then there is a term T such that

N −→∗
TPC T and N ′−→∗

TPC T .
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5.2. Strong normalization for TPC

In this section we show strong normalization for TPC adapting a proof technique
based on stability [29] to the case of pattern matching. The TPC-calculus has some
rules to express internal pattern matching which can be seen as higher order rewriting
rules, so we borrow from [25] a trick used to show strong normalization of �-calculus
mixed with a special kind of higher order rewriting rules. We may omit types from
terms to make easier the notation but no formal erasure takes place.
We 8rst de8ne the notion of stability for well-typed terms using the notation MN ,

exactly as in Section 4, as an abbreviation of the following term:

MN =def let M be ]z :B→C in (z of N is y :C in y);

where z; y are fresh variables, M is of type B→C and N of type B.
We de8ne the outermost constructor of a term MN1 : : : Nn as the outermost con-

structor of the term M . Thus for example, the outermost constructor of the term

(�P:J )N = let (�P:J ) be ]z :B→C in (z of N is y :C in y)

is �.

De�nition 5.2 (Stable terms). A term M of type A is de8ned to be stable as follows:
• If A is an atomic type, M is stable iR it is strongly normalizing.
• If A≡A1 × A2, M is stable iR it is strongly normalizing and whenever M reduces
to 〈M1; M2〉, then M1 and M2 are both stable.
• If A≡A1 + A2, M is stable iR it is strongly normalizing and whenever M reduces
to inlA1+A2 (M

′) or to inrA1+A2 (M
′), then M ′ is stable.

• If A≡A1→A2, M is stable iR for every stable term N of type A1, MN is stable.

The goal of this section is to show that every typed TPC-term is strongly normal-
izing. For that, as traditionally done, we 8rst show that every stable term is strongly
normalizing (Lemma 5.11), and that every typed term is stable (Lemma 5.20).
The main diRerence between this proof and other proofs of strong normalization

existing in the literature, is the extension of the technique to the case of patterns, that
is tackled by the notion of set-stable sets in De8nition 5.3.

Proposition 5.8. Let k ¿ 0. Let M be a term of type A→B. The term M is stable
if and only if MN1 : : : Nk is stable for each sequence N1 : : : Nk of stable terms of
appropriate types.

Proof. By induction on k.

Remark 5.9. When M is of functional type, we can then use equivalently k ¿ 1 or
k =1 in the characterization of stability. We will use the most suitable characterization,
according to the considered case. We note a sequence N1 : : : Nk as XN .
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The strong normalization theorem follows from the following sequence of lemmas.
In these lemmas “term” means well-typed term, but we have omitted the pattern type
assignment to simplify the notation.

Lemma 5.10. If M1; M2; XK are strongly normalizing, Q is a pattern and x is a variable,
then the following terms are all strongly normalizing:

x XK 〈M1; M2〉 (x of M1 is Q in M2) XK

inlA(M1) inrA(M1) [M1 |� M2] XK

Proof. The argument of the proof is the same for all the cases: any generic reduction
sequence starting from the given term terminates because it can only reduce the terms
XK , M1 and M2.

Lemma 5.11. (1) Every stable term M of type A is strongly normalizing.
(2) A term xK1 : : : Kn of type A is stable for arbitrary strongly normalizing terms

K1 : : : Kn, where n¿ 0.

Proof. The two properties can be shown at the same time by induction on the type A
using when necessary Lemma 5.10. See the appendix for details.

Corollary 5.12. Every variable is stable.

Lemma 5.13. If M is a stable term and M −→TPC N , then N is stable.

Proof. By induction on type A of M , as usually done. See the appendix for details.

Lemma 5.14.
• 〈M1; M2〉 is stable if M1 and M2 are stable.
• inl(M1) and inr(M1) are stable if M1 is stable.
• z of M1 is Q in M2 is stable if M1 and M2 are stable.
• [M1 |� M2] is stable if M1 and M2 are stable.

Proof. Let us suppose that M1 and M2 are stable. By Lemma 5.11 the terms M1 and
M2 are strongly normalizing.
• By Lemma 5.10 〈M1; M2〉 is strongly normalizing. Thus, in order to conclude that
〈M1; M2〉 is stable, it suSces to show that whenever 〈M1; M2〉 reduces to 〈M ′

1; M
′
2〉,

then M ′
1 and M ′

2 are stable. Now, if 〈M1; M2〉 reduces to 〈M ′
1; M

′
2〉, then M1 reduces

to M ′
1 and M2 reduces to M ′

2, thus, by Lemma 5.13, both M ′
1 and M ′

2 are stable,
since M1 and M2 are so.

• By Lemma 5.10 inl(M1) and inr(M1) are strongly normalizing and, again, the
results follow by de8nition using Lemma 5.13.
• By Proposition 5.8, it is suScient to show that there exists an integer k¿0 such that,
for any sequence XN of stable terms of length k, (z of M1 is Q in M2) XN is stable.
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Thus, let us take k big enough to guarantee that (z of M1 is Q in M2) XN is not a
functional type. By Lemma 5.11 we know that XN are strongly normalizing, and by
Lemma 5.10 we know that (z of M1 is Q in M2) XN is strongly normalizing. Now,
(z of M1 is Q in M2) XN cannot reduce to a pair nor to an injection. Thus we can
conclude, by de8nition of stability, that (z of M1 is Q in M2) XN is stable. As a
consequence, z of M1 is Q in M2 is stable.

• As before, since [M1 |� M2] XN cannot reduce to a pair nor to an injection.

In the following de8nition we use the notation M−→TPC;E N to say that M head
reduces to N . Also, we write [[M;P; N ]] for the following set of TPC terms:

{T | let M be P in N −→∗
TPC −→TPC;E −→∗

TPC T}:
Intuitively, T is in [[M;P; N ]] if T is a reduct of let M be P in N coming from a

reduction sequence which removes at some point the outermost let be in .

De�nition 5.3 (Set-stable sets). The set [[M;P; N ]] is said to be set-stable if and only
if:
1. Every term in [[M;P; N ]] is stable, and
2. M and N are strongly normalizing.

Note that this notion is diRerent from that in [28]: on one hand we have to handle
explicit pattern matching, and on the other one, the case P = @(P1; P2) is not treated
independently.
We are now ready to state some preliminary properties which are needed the prove

the main Lemma of this section, namely, stability of typed terms (Lemma 5.20).

Lemma 5.15. If [[M;P; N ]] is set-stable, then (let M be P in N ) is stable.

Proof. Let XK be stable terms such that L=(let M be P in N ) XK is not of functional
type. As in the previous proofs, the same reasoning handles the cases where the type
of let M be P in N is functional or not, by taking XK to be empty in the second
case. This technique will also be implicitly used in the sequel. If we show that the
term L is stable, then the lemma follows from Proposition 5.8.
For that, let us 8rst show that L is strongly normalizing. Consider any reduction

sequence starting at L.
• If the outermost constructor let is never removed, then reductions proceed only inside

M , N and XK . The terms M and N are strongly normalizing by de8nition and the
terms XK are stable by hypothesis, so they are strongly normalizing by Lemma 5.11.
As a consequence, the reduction sequence terminates.
• If the outermost constructor let is removed, then the reduction sequence looks like

L= (let M be P in N ) XK −→∗
TPC (let M ′ be P in N ′) XK ′−→TPC

T XK ′−→TPC : : : ;

where M −→∗
TPC M ′, N −→∗

TPC N ′, XK −→∗
TPC XK ′ and T ∈ [[M;P; N ]].
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Since T belongs to [[M;P; N ]], it is stable by hypothesis and so T XK ′ is stable by
Proposition 5.8 and strongly normalizing by Lemma 5.11. As a consequence, such
a reduction sequence also terminates.

To 8nish the proof suppose that L reduces to a pair 〈L1; L2〉 or to inl(L1) or to
inr(L1). Then, we have necessarily removed the outermost constructor let be in
and we obtain a reduction sequence similar to the last one but with more steps leading
to the term 〈L1; L2〉, inl(L1) or inr(L1). Since we have shown that we reach stable
terms, then L1, L2 are stable, so we can conclude that L=(let M be P in N ) XK and
thus let M be P in N are stable.

Lemma 5.16. If the term (let (let N be P in J ) be Q in M) is stable, then
(�P:J of N is Q in M) is stable.

Proof. Let XK be stable terms such that L=(�P:J of N is Q in M) XK is not of func-
tional type. If we show that L is stable, then the lemma follows from Proposition 5.8.
For that, let us 8rst show that the term L is strongly normalizing. Consider any

reduction sequence starting at L.
Since (let (let N be P in J ) be Q in M) is stable, then it is strongly normal-

izing by Lemma 5.11 and then J , M and N are strongly normalizing.
• If the outermost constructor ( of is in ) is never removed, then reductions

proceed inside M , N , J and XK .
The terms M and N and J are all strongly normalizing and the terms XK are

stable by hypothesis, so strongly normalizing by Lemma 5.11. That means that the
reduction sequence necessarily terminates.
• If the outermost constructor ( of is in ) is removed, then by reasoning in the
same way we did in Lemma 5.15, we know that the term L reduces to some term
having the form

(let (let N ′ be P in J ′) be Q in M ′) XK ′

such that N −→∗
TPC N ′, J −→∗

TPC J ′, M −→∗
TPC M ′ and XK −→∗

TPC XK ′.
By hypothesis the term (let (let N be P in J ) be Q in M) is stable, and thus

by Proposition 5.8 the term

(let (let N be P in J ) be Q in M) XK

is also stable. By Lemma 5.13 the term (let (let N ′ be P in J ′) be Q in M ′) XK ′
turns out to be stable, and by Lemma 5.11 it turns to be strongly normalizing.
To 8nish the proof suppose the term L reduces to a pair 〈L1; L2〉 or to inl(L1)

or to inr(L1). Then we have necessarily removed the outermost constructors
( of is in ) and we obtain a reduction sequence from the term
(let (let N ′ be P in J ′) be Q in M ′) XK ′ to the term 〈L1; L2〉, inl(L1) or inr(L1). By
de8nition of stability L1, L2 are stable, so we can conclude that both
L = (�P:J of N is Q in M) XK and (�P:J of N is Q in M) are stable.

We now establish the equivalence between stability of (�P:J )N and that of let N be
P in J .
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Lemma 5.17. If (�P:J )N is stable, then let N be P in J is stable.

Proof. Let XK be stable terms such that L=(let N be P in J ) XK is not of functional
type. If we show that L is stable, then the lemma follows from Proposition 5.8.
For that, let us 8rst show that L is strongly normalizing. Consider any reduction

sequence starting at L.
• If the outermost constructor let is never removed, then reductions proceed inside N ,

J and XK . Since (�P:J )N is stable, then it is strongly normalizing by Lemma 5.11
and then J and N are strongly normalizing. The terms XK are stable by hypothesis,
so strongly normalizing by Lemma 5.11, so we can conclude that the reduction
sequence necessarily terminates in this case.
• If the outermost constructor let is removed, then by reasoning in the same way
we did in Lemma 5.15, we know that L reduces to some term T XK ′ such that
T ∈ [[N; P; J ]] and XK −→TPC XK ′. Thus

(�P:J )N = let �P:J be ]z in z of N is y in y−→TPC

�P:J of N is y in y−→∗
TPC

let (let N be P in J ) be y in y−→TPC

let N be P in J −→∗
TPC T

Since the term (�P:J )N is stable by hypothesis, T turns out to be stable by
Lemma 5.13. Now, the terms XK are stable, so the terms XK ′ are stable by Lemma 5.13
and T XK ′ is stable by Proposition 5.8, thus strongly normalizing by Lemma 5.11. The
reduction sequence terminates also in this case.

To 8nish the proof suppose the term L reduces to a pair 〈L1; L2〉 or to inl(L)
or to inr(L). Then we have necessarily removed the outermost constructor let we
obtain a reduction sequence from the term T XK ′ to the term 〈L1; L2〉, or inl(L) or
inr(L). Since this term is stable, then L1, L2 are stable, so we can conclude that
L=(let N be P in J ) XK and thus let N be P in J are stable.

Lemma 5.18. If let N be P in J is stable, then (�P:J )N is stable.

Proof. Let consider the term (�P:J )N , an abbreviation of let �P:J be ]z in
z of N is y in y. By Lemma 5.15 it is suScient to show that <�P:J; #z ; z of N
is y in y= is set-stable. We 8rst remark that by hypothesis both �P:J and
z of N is y in y are strongly normalizing, so that we have to show that any term
T in the set is stable. Take any of such terms T . Then

let �P:J be ]z in z of N is y in y −→∗
TPC

let �P:J ′ be ]z in z of N ′ is y in y −→TPC

�P:J ′ of N ′ is y in y −→∗
TPC T

where J −→∗
TPC J ′ and N −→∗

TPC N ′.
To show that T is stable it is suScient to show that �P:J ′ of N ′ is y in y is

stable and by Lemma 5.16 it is suScient to show the stability of the term
let (let N ′ be P in J ′) be y in y. For that, it is suScient to show, by Lemma 5.15,
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that [[let N ′ be P in J ′; y; y]] is set-stable; and by de8nition of set-stability we need
to show that let N ′ be P in J ′ and y are strongly normalizing, which is true by
hypothesis, and that any term H in the set is stable. Take one of such terms H . Then
we have

let (let N ′ be P in J ′) be y in y−→∗
TPC let R be y in y

−→TPC R−→∗
TPC H;

where let N ′ be P in J ′−→∗
TPC R. Now, since let N be P in J is stable by hy-

pothesis, then let N ′ be P in J ′, R and H are stable by Lemma 5.13, so we can
8nally conclude that (�P:J )N is stable.

The following notion is used in the proof of Lemma 5.20 to show that every typable
term is stable. This measure takes into account the complexity of both patterns and
terms, and this is in particular important when considering the cases of reduction rules
like (Cont) or (Pair).

De�nition 5.4. The measure of a term is a function M() : TTPC → IN2, where IN2 is
the set of integers greater or equal than 2, de8ned as follows:

M(x) = 2;
M(inl(M)) = M(M) + 1;
M(inr(M)) = M(M) + 1;
M(〈M;N 〉) = M(M) +M(N ) + 1;
M(�P:J ) = P(P) +M(J ) + 3;
M(let M be P in N ) = P(P) +M(M) +M(N );
M([M |� N ]) = M(M) +M(N ) + 1;
M(T of N is Q in L) = M(T ) ∗M(N ) ∗P(Q) +M(L);

where the notation P(P) indicates the measure of the pattern P, de8ned as: P(x)=
P(]z )=P( ) = 2 and P(@(P;Q))=P(〈P;Q〉)=P((P |� Q)) = P(P) +P(Q) + 3.

Note that for abstractions, let terms and of terms, their measure M depends also
on a measure P on patterns.

Remark 5.19. M(M)¿M(M{�← L});M(M{�← R}).

Lemma 5.20. Every typed term is stable.

Proof. To prove this property we need a stronger property: Let M be a term such
that all its free usual 1 variables are among {xi}i=1:::n. If N1 : : : Nn are stable terms and
7 = {x1=N1; : : : xn=Nn} is a well-typed substitution, then M7 is stable.
The theorem follows by taking Ni = xi since variables are stable by Corollary 5.12.

The proof proceeds by induction on M(M). In some of the cases that follow, in

1 Hence, sum variables are not considered, here.
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order to be able to apply the induction hypothesis to some sub-term R of M having a
set of free usual variables {y1; : : : ym; x1; : : : xn}, we will make use of the substitution
{x1=N1; : : : xn=Nn; y=y} (denoted by *), which veri8es the hypothesis on substitutions
because variables are stable by Corollary 5.12. Indeed, the term R* = R7 will be
stable by induction hypothesis.
• M ≡ xi. Then xi7 = Ni and Ni is stable by hypothesis.
• If M ≡〈M1; M2〉 we apply the induction hypothesis and Lemma 5.14.
• If M ≡ inl(N ) or M ≡ inr(L) we apply the induction hypothesis and
Lemma 5.14.

• If M ≡ [M1 |� M2], then we apply then induction hypothesis and Lemma 5.14.
• M ≡ let L be P in R. We will show that the set [[L7; P; R7]] is set-stable, so
that the term M7= let L7 be P in R7 will be stable by Lemma 5.15. That is,
we will show:
1. Every term T in S= [[L7; P; R7]] is stable.
2. L7 and R7 are strongly normalizing.
Now, let {y1; : : : ym}(m¿0) be the set of usual variables of the pattern P.

By $-conversion we can assume that {y1; : : : ym}∩ {x1; : : : xn}= ∅ and also that
{y1; : : : ym}∩

⋃
i=1:::n FV (Ni)= ∅. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, L7 and

R*=R7 are stable for *= {x1=N1; : : : xn=Nn; y=y} (since variables are stable by
Corollary 5.12), thus they are strongly normalizing by Lemma 5.11).

Now, to show that every term in S is stable we proceed by cases:
– P = . If T ∈ S, then we have necessarily a reduction sequence having the

form:

let L7 be in R7 −→∗
TPC

let L′ be in R′ −→TPC

R′ −→∗
TPC T

where L7−→∗
TPC L′ and R7−→∗

TPC R′. Since R7 is stable, then T is stable by
Lemma 5.13.
– P = x. If T ∈S, then we have necessarily a reduction sequence having the form:

let L7 be x in R7 −→∗
TPC

let L′ be x in R′ −→TPC

R′{x ← L′} −→∗
TPC T

where L7−→∗
TPC L′ and R7−→∗

TPC R′. By $-conversion we can suppose that (R7)
{x ← L′}=R(7∪{x ← L′}). We know that L7 is stable by the induction hypothesis.
Thus, since L7 reduces to L′, L′ is stable by Lemma 5.13.
Our aim is to show that the term R′{x ← L′} is stable, since, given that it reduces

to T , its stability implies the stability of T , by Lemma 5.13.
Now, the term R(7∪{x ← L′}) is stable by the induction hypothesis (since L′

is stable). Moreover, since R7 reduces to R′, we have by Lemma 5.2 that
(R7){x ← L′}−→∗

TPC R′{x ← L′}. Hence, Lemma 5.13 allows us to conclude that
R′{x ← L′} is stable.
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– P= ]z . If T ∈S, then we have necessarily a reduction sequence having the
form:

let L7 be ]z in R7 −→∗
TPC

let �Q:J be ]z in R′ −→TPC

R′{z ← �Q:J} −→∗
TPC T

where L7−→∗
TPC �Q:J and R7−→∗

TPC R′. By $-conversion we may suppose that
(R7){z ← �Q:J}=R(7∪{z ← �Q:J}) and since L7 is stable by hypothesis, then �Q:J
is stable by Lemma 5.13, hence R(7∪{z ← �Q:J}) is stable by induction hypothesis.
Now, by Lemma 5.2 we have that (R7){z ← �Q:J}−→∗

TPC R′{z ← �Q:J} and thus
R′{z ← �Q:J} and T are stable by Lemma 5.13.
– P=@(P1; P2). If T ∈S, then we have necessarily a reduction sequence having

the form:

let L7 be @(P1; P2) in R7 −→∗
TPC

let L′ be @(P1; P2) in R′ −→TPC

let L′ be P1 in (let L′ be P2 in R′) −→∗
TPC T

where L7−→∗
TPC L′ and R7−→∗

TPC R′.
We can write the term

let L′ be P1 in (let L′ be P2 in R7)

in another way, namely as

(let w be P1 in (let w be P2 in R))(7 ∪ {w ← L′});

where w is a fresh variable.
Since L′ is stable by Lemma 5.13, then the substitution 7∪{w ← L′} veri8es the

hypothesis of this lemma.
Now,

M(let w be P1 in (let w be P2 in R))

= 2 + 2 +P(P1) +P(P2) +M(R)

¡ 2 +P(P1) +P(P2) + 3 +M(R)

= M(let w be @(P1; P2) in R):

On the other hand, 2 = M(w)6M(L) implies

M(let w be @(P1; P2) in R)6M(let L be @(P1; P2) in R)

hence M(let w be P1 in (let w be P2 in R))¡M(let L be @(P1; P2) in R).
Thus, we can apply the i.h. to the term let w be P1 in (let w be P2 in R) and

infer that (let w be P1 in (let w be P2 in R))(7∪{w ← L′}) is stable. Now, this
last term is equal to let L′ be P1 in (let L′ be P2 in R7), and we have the
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reduction sequence

let L′ be P1 in (let L′ be P2 in R7) −→∗
TPC

let L′ be P1 in (let L′ be P2 in R′) −→∗
TPC T

Hence, by Lemma 5.13, we can 8nally conclude that T is stable.
– P=(P1 |� P2). If T ∈S, then without loss of generality we can suppose that we
have a reduction sequence having the form:

let L7 be (P1 |� P2) in R7 −→∗
TPC

let inl(L′) be (P1 |� P2) in R′ −→TPC

let L′ be P1 in R′{�← L} −→∗
TPC T

By $-conversion we may suppose that there is no capture of variables w.r.t the
substitution 7 so that R7{� ← L}=R{� ← L}7 by the substitution lemma [5].
Also, since L7 is stable by induction hypothesis, then inl(L′) is stable by Lemma
5.13 and L′ is stable by de8nition. Now, the term let L′ be P1 in R7{� ← L}
can be written as

(let w be P1 in R{�← L})(7 ∪ {w ← L′});
where w is a fresh variable and the substitution 7∪{w ← L′} veri8es the hy-
pothesis of the lemma. Since M(let w be P1 in R{� ← L})= 2 + M(P1) +
M(R{� ← L}) which is strictly smaller than M(L) + M(P1) + M(P2) + 3
+ M(R)=M(let L be (P1 |� P2) in R), then we conclude that
(letw be P1 in R{�← L})(7∪{w ← L′}) is stable by induction hypothesis.
Now,

(let w be P1 in R{�← L})(7∪{w ← L′})
= let L′ be P1 in R7{�← L}
−→∗

TPC let L′ be P1 in R′{�← L}
(by Lemma 5.2). Thus, by Lemma 5.13, we are done.

– P= 〈P1; P2〉. If T ∈S, then we have necessarily a reduction sequence having the
form:

let L7 be 〈P1; P2〉 in R7 −→∗
TPC

let 〈M1; M2〉 be 〈P1; P2〉 in R′ −→TPC

let M1 be P1 in (let M2 be P2 in R′) −→∗
TPC T

where L7−→∗
TPC 〈M1; M2〉 and R7−→∗

TPC R′. Since L7 is stable by the induc-
tion hypothesis, then 〈M1; M2〉 is stable by Lemma 5.13 and M1; M2 are stable by
de8nition.
We can then write the term

let M1 be P1 in (let M2 be P2 in R7)

as

(let w1 be P1 in (let w2 be P2 in R))(7 ∪ {w1=M1; w2=M2});
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where w1 and w2 are fresh variables. Since

M(let w1 be P1 in (let w2 be P2 in R))

= 4 +P(P1) +P(P2) +M(R)

¡ M(L) +P(P1) +P(P2) + 3 +M(R)

= M(let L be 〈P1; P2〉 in R)

then the term let M1 be P1 in (let M2 be P2 in R7) is stable by induction
hypothesis and thus let M1 be P1 in (let M2 be P2 in R′) and T are also sta-
ble by Lemma 5.13.

• M ≡L of U is Q in R.
Let Var(Q)= {y1; : : : ; ym} (m ¿ 0). By $-conversion we can assume that
{y1; : : : ; ym}∩ {x1; : : : ; xn}= ∅ and also {y1; : : : ; ym}∩

⋃
i= 1:::n FV (Ni)= ∅ so by i.h.

U7 and R*=R7 for *= {7; y=y} are stable since variables are stable by Corollary
5.12.
If L7 is a variable, then the property holds by Lemma 5.10. Otherwise, L7 is a
�-abstraction �P:J (that is stable by i.h.) and we proceed as follows. First, we
remark the following facts:
1. The term let U7 be P in J is stable. In fact, since �P:J is stable, (�P:J )U7 is

stable by de8nition and let U7 be P in J is stable by Lemma 5.17.
2. M(let z be Q in R)= 2 + P(Q) + M(R)¡M(L) ∗M(U ) ∗ P(Q) + M(R)=

M(M), where z is a fresh variable.
Now, to show that �P:J of U7 is Q in R7 is stable it is suScient to show, by

Lemma 5.16, that M ′ = let (let U7 be P in J ) be Q in R7 is stable. Since M ′

can be written as

(let z be Q in R)(7 ∪ {z ← let U7 be P in J});
where M(let z be Q in R)¡M(M) and the term let U7 be P in J is stable,
then M ′ turns out to be stable by i.h. and therefore M7 is stable.
• M ≡ �P:J and (�P:J )7≡ �P:J7.
Consider any stable term R of appropriate type. If (�P:J7)R is shown to be stable,
(�P:J7) is stable by de8nition of stability. By Lemma 5.18 it is suScient to show
that let R be P in J7 is stable. Since let R be P in J7 can be written as

(let w be P in J )(7 ∪ {w ← R});
where R is stable by hypothesis, and

M(let w be P in J ) = 2 +P(P) +M(J )¡P(P) +M(J ) + 3 = M(�P:J )

we can conclude by induction hypothesis that let R be P in J7 is stable.

By Lemmas 5.20 and 5.11 we obtain:

Theorem 5.21 (Strong normalization for TPC). If 
 . TPCM : A then M is TPC-
strongly normalizing.
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6. Fundamental properties of TPCES

This section establishes important properties for TPCES, namely: con5uence, preser-
vation of TPC-strong normalization, strong normalization for well-typed terms, and
reducibility to “values” for closed well-typed terms.
As regards the proof technique used to show con5uence we use the interpretation

method [21], which maps reduction sequences of a rewriting relation to sequences of
another relation for which we already know con5uence. This is the standard technique
used to show con5uence of calculi with explicit substitutions. In our case, TPCES-
reduction is simulated by TPC-reduction, so that con5uence of TPCES is a consequence
of con5uence of TPC. Note that TPCES is not “orthogonal” so that we can not directly
apply the Tait and Martin-LWof’s [5] technique for TPCES as done for TPC.

To prove strong normalization for TPCES we also use an intermediate result stating
strong normalization for TPC. This is also a standard approach to establish strong
normalization for calculi with explicit substitutions as no direct and general techniques
are known to deal with them.

Lemma 6.1. ES-normal forms of TPCES-terms are pure terms.

Proof. By induction on the structure of TPCES-terms using Lemma 2.7.

Lemma 6.2.
• If M−→TPCES N , then ES(M)−→∗

TPC ES(N ).
• If M−→TPCES N is a head R-reduction, where R=TPCES\ES, then

ES(M)−→+
TPC ES(N ).

Proof. By induction on the structure of TPCES-terms using Lemma 2.7.

Lemma 6.3. If M−→TPC N , then M −→+
TPCES N .

Proof. By induction on the structure of TPCES-terms using Lemma 2.7.

Corollary 6.4. If M ∈ SNTPCES , then ES(M)∈ SNTPC .

Proof. By reductio ad absurdum, using Lemma 6.3 and the fact that
M −→∗

TPCES ES(M).

Thus, we get the following result:

Theorem 6.5 (Con5uence of TPCES). The relation TPCES is con>uent.

Proof. By the interpretation method [21], using the fact that TPC is con5uent (by
Theorem 5.7) and Lemmas 6.3 and 6.2.

In contrast to strong normalization, which is a property usually proved for well-
typed terms, preservation of strong normalization is a property on raw terms, and it
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is, in some sense, a property that guarantees the correctness of the reduction relation
with explicit substitutions with respect to the corresponding reduction relation with
meta-level substitutions.

De�nition 6.1 (S preserves R-strong normalization). Let (R;TR) and (S;TS) be two
reduction systems such that TR⊆TS . We say that S preserves R-strong normalization
(or that PSN for S holds) if every term in TR which is R-strongly normalizing is also
S-strongly normalizing.

To show that −→TPCES preserves −→TPC -strong normalization of raw TPC-terms,
we introduce the following de8nition, where the notation SNR is used to denote the
set of all terms that are R-strongly normalizing and the notation N ⊆ M is used as a
shorthand for “N is a sub-term of M”.

De�nition 6.2. The set F is de8ned as {M |M ∈TTPCES and ∀N ⊆M ES(N )∈ SNTPC}.

The set F is not only stable by TPCES-reduction (Lemma 6.6) but also contains
only terms which are TPCES-strongly normalizable (Lemma 6.10).

Lemma 6.6. F is closed under TPCES reduction.

Proof. By induction on the structure of M using the de8nition of F and Lemma 6.2.

In order to show that −→TPCES preserves −→TPC -strong normalization, we de8ne
the signature G as

{Appn; [ ]n; Cutn | n¿ 0} ∪ {˜; Inl; Inr; Case; Pair; Lambda};

where the respective arities of the function symbols are: ˜ is a constant, Inl, Inr and
Lambda are unary, Cutn, Pair,Case, [ ]n are binary and Appn is ternary. We de8ne a
precedence on G by stating that for all n¿ 0:

Appn+1 � [ ]n � Cutn � Appn and Cutn �˜; Inl; Inr; Case; Pair; Lambda:

We assume that all symbols have multi-set status. As the precedence � is well-founded
on symbols, then ¿rpo is well-founded (see for example [14,26]) on the set of all the
terms over the signature G.
We denote by maxredTPC(M) the maximal length of a TPC-reduction sequence

starting at M .
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We de8ne the translation R(L) from F to TG by induction on the structure of L
as follows:

R(x) = ˜;
R(〈M;N 〉) = Pair(R(M);R(N ));

R(�P :A:M) = Lambda(R(M));
R(inl(M)) = Inl(R(M));
R(inr(M)) = Inr(R(M));
R([M |� N ]) = Case(R(M);R(N ));

R(T of M is P :A in N ) = Appn(R(T );R(M);R(N ));
R(let M be P :A in N ) = Cutn(R(M);R(N ));

R(M [x=N ]) = R(M)[R(N )]n;

where the label n appearing on the right-hand side of the last three lines of the de8nition
is maxredTPC(ES(L)).

Remark 6.7. R(M) ≥rpo R(M{�← K}).

Remark 6.8. If M is in F, then R(M) is well-de8ned since ES(N ) is in SNTPC for
every sub-term N of M .

Next the lemma shows that TPCES-reduction is decreasing with respect to the or-
der ¿rpo. This will allow us to 8rst prove that F only contains terms which are
TPCES-strongly normalizable, as already announced, and as a consequence, to obtain
the preservation of TPC-strong normalization.

Lemma 6.9. For every M ∈F, if M−→TPCES N , then R(M) ¿rpo R(N ).

Proof. We remark that for the base case M ≡ x the property vacuously holds. Also, we
know by Lemma 6.2 that if M−→TPCES N is a head R-reduction with R=TPCES\ES,
then if R(M) has an external label, then it must be strictly greater to that of R(N )
(if it has one). Also, the label of a sub-term S of a given term T is smaller or equal
than the label of T itself. We now show all the other cases:
• If M = �Q : B:M1 of M2 is P : A in M3→of let (let M2 be Q : B in M1) be

P : A in M3 =N , then

R(M) = Appm(Lambda(R(M1));R(M2);R(M3));

where m = maxredTPC(ES(M)) and

R(N ) = Cutn((Cutk(R(M2);R(M1)));R(M3));

where n=maxredTPC(ES(N )) and k =maxredTPC(ES(let M2 be Q : B in M1)).
Since m¿n¿k, then Appm�Cutn and Appm�Cutk so we are done by the de8ni-
tion of the precedence.
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• If M = let 〈M1; M2〉 be 〈P1; P2〉 in L−→Pair letM1beP1in (letM2beP2 in L)
=N , then

R(M) = Cutm(Pair(R(M1);R(M2));R(L)); where

m = maxredTPC(ES(M)) and

R(N ) = Cutn(R(M1); Cutk(R(M2);R(L)));

where n=maxredTPC(ES(N )) and k =maxredTPC(ES(let M2 be P2 in L)). Since
m¿n¿k, then Cutm�Cutn and Cutm�Cutk and so we are done by the de8nition
of the precedence.
• If M = let R be @(P1; P2) in L−→Cont let R be P1 in (letM be P2 in L)=N ,
then

R(M) = Cutm(R(R);R(L)); where m = maxredTPC(ES(M)) and

R(N ) = Cutn(R(R); Cutk(R(R);R(L)));

where n=maxredTPC(ES(N )) and k =maxredTPC(ES(let R be P2 in L)). Since
m¿n¿k, then Cutm�Cutn and Cutm�Cutk so we are done by de8nition of the
precedence.
• If M = let (�P:J ) be ]z in L−→Lambda L[z=�P:J ], then

R(M) = Cutm(R(�P:J );R(L));

R(N ) = R(L)[R(�P:J )]n;

where m=maxredTPC(ES(M)) and n=maxredTPC(ES(N )). Since m¿n, then
Cutm� [ ]n and so we are done.

• If M = let M1 be x in M2−→Sub M2[x=M1]=N , then

R(M) = Cutm(R(M1);R(M2));

R(N ) = R(M2)[R(M1)]n;

where m=maxredTPC(ES(M)) and n=maxredTPC(ES(N )). Since m¿n, then
Cutm� [ ]n so we are done by de8nition of the precedence.

• If M = let inl(L) be (P |� Q) in R−→Case1 let L be P in R{�← L}=N , then

R(M) = Cutm(Inl(R(L));R(R));

R(N ) = Cutn(R(L);R(R{�← L}));

where m=maxredTPC(ES(M)) and n=maxredTPC(ES(N )) and m¿n. Since
Cutm�Cutn, the property holds by de8nition of RPO.

• The cases M−→Var1;Var2;Weak N are trivial by the sub-term property of ¿rpo.
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• If M = 〈M1; M2〉[7]−→Dpair 〈M1[7]; M2[7]〉=N , then

R(M) = Pair(R(M1);R(M2))[R(L)]m;

R(N ) = Pair(R(M1)[R(L)]k1 ;R(M2)[R(L)]k2 );

where m=maxredTPC(ES(M)), k1=maxredTPC(ES(M1[7])), k2=maxredTPC(ES(M2

[7])) and m¿k1; k2. Since [ ]m�Pair and [ ]n has multi-set status the property
holds by de8nition.
• The cases M−→Dlambda;Dinl;Dinr;Dcase N are similar to the previous one.
• If M =(let M1 be P in M2)[7]−→Dcut let M1[7] be P in M2[7] =N , then

R(M) = Cutp(R(M1);R(M2))[R(7)]n;

R(N ) = Cutn(R(M1)[R(7)]k1 ;R(M2)[R(7)]k2 );

where n=maxredTPC(ES(M))=maxredTPC(ES(N )), k1 =maxredTPC(ES(M1[7])),
k2 =maxredTPC(ES(M2[7])) and m¿n¿k1; k2. Since [ ]n�Cutn, then the property
follows by de8nition.
• If M =(T of M1 is P :A in M2)[7]−→Dapp T [7] of M1[7] is P :A in M2[7]=N ,
then

R(M) = Appp(R(T );R(M1);R(M2))[R(7)]n;

R(N ) = Appn(R(T )[R(7)]t ;R(M1)[R(7)]k1 ;R(M2)[R(7)]k2 );

where n=maxredTPC(ES(M))=maxredTPC(ES(N )), t=maxredTPC(ES(T [7])),
k1 =maxredTPC(ES(M1[7])), k2 =maxredTPC(ES(M2[7])) and n¿t; k2; k3. Since
[ ]n�Appn, then the property follows by de8nition.

• The context cases are simple. We just show here the case: M = let M1 be
P : A in M2 −→TPCES let M ′

1 let P : A in M2 =N , where M1−→TPCES M ′
1.

By i.h. R(M1) ¿rpo R(M ′
1) and obviously we have m=maxredTPC(ES(M))¿

maxredTPC(ES(N ))= n so that R(M)=Cutm(R(M1);R(M2)) and R(N )=
Cutn(R(M ′

1);R(M2)) follows by de8nition of ¿rpo.

Lemma 6.10. F ⊆SNTPCES .

Proof. Let M ∈F. Suppose that there exists an in8nite reduction sequence:

M−→TPCES M1−→TPCES M2−→TPCES M3 : : : :

Since M ∈F and F is closed by reduction (Lemma 6.6) all the terms in the in8nite
sequence are in F so that we can construct an in8nite sequence:

R(M) ¿rpo R(M1) ¿rpo R(M2) ¿rpo R(M3) : : :

which leads to a contradiction since ¿rpo is well-founded.

The above result is used to prove PSN and strong normalization for TPCES:
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Theorem 6.11 (PSN for TPCES). −→TPCES preserves −→TPC -strong normalization of
TPC raw terms.

Proof. If M ∈TTPCES and M ∈ SNTPC , then M ∈F. Hence, by Lemma 6.10.
M ∈ SNTPCES .

The result of TPCES-strong normalization can 8nally be established by means of the
following lemma which makes the bridge between typing derivations in TPCES and
those in TPC.

Lemma 6.12. If 
 . TPCESM :A is provable, then 
 . TPCES(M) :A is provable.

Proof. If 
 . TPCESM : A, then by Theorem 3.7 
 . TPCESES(M) : A. Since ES(M) is a
pure term by Lemma 6.1, then the rules to type terms with substitutions are not used
and therefore 
 . ES(M) :A in TPC.

Theorem 6.13 (Strong normalization for TPCES). If 
 . TPCESM :A, then M ∈ SNTPCES .

Proof. Let 
 . TPCESM :A. Then it is easy to see that every sub-term N of M is typable.
By Lemma 6.12 for every sub-term N of M we have that ES(N ) is typable in TPC,
and thus, by Theorem 5.21, we also have that ES(N ) is in SNTPC . This means that M
is in F and so M ∈ SNTPCES by Lemma 6.10.

Even if explicit substitutions can always be eliminated (Lemma 6.1) , it is not true,
in general, that the TPCES normal form of a term does not contain the let constructor.
Indeed, the term let x be 〈y; v〉 in z contains a let constructor and is in TPCES nor-
mal form. This is quite natural since pattern matching cannot be performed on terms
that are not suSciently speci8ed or instantiated.
Say that a closed term is a Value when it is in TPCES normal form and it has one of

the following forms: 〈M;M 〉, inlA(M),inrA(M), �P :A:M . A natural question arises:
is it possible to evaluate any given (functional) program (modeled by a TPCES closed
term), to a result (modeled by a value)? The answer to such a question is positive.
That is, we have the following result:

Theorem 6.14 (Reduction to values for closed well-typed terms). Let M be a closed
and well-typed term of TPCES. Then M reduces to a value. In particular:
1. If M has a product type, then it reduces to a pair.
2. If M has a functional type, then it reduces to a lambda abstraction.
3. If M has a sum type, then it reduces to an injection.

Proof. By Lemma 6.1, we can suppose that M is pure. Since M is a typed term,
then it is TPCES-strongly normalizing by Theorem 6.13. Then the proof proceeds by
induction on the maximal length of a TPCES-reduction sequence starting at M . For
the base case, let us suppose that M is in TPCES-normal form. In this case we can
reason by induction on M .
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1. The case where M is a variable is not possible since variables are not closed
terms.

2. If M is a pair, or a lambda abstraction, or an inl() or an inr(), then the result
trivially holds.

3. The case M = [M |� M ] is ruled out by the fact that such term is not closed.
4. The case M = z of M is P in N is not possible since such a term would not be

not closed.
5. The case M = �P :A:M of M is P :A in M is not possible because such a term

would not be normal.
6. If M = let R be P in L, then the fact that M is in normal form leaves the fol-

lowing possible cases (according to the nature of the pattern P):
• P= 〈P1; P2〉 and R is not a pair. Since R is also closed and typed, then by induction
hypothesis R reduces to a pair and so M is not in normal form, which leads to a
contradiction.
• P= ]z and R is not an abstraction. Since R is also closed and typed, then by

induction hypothesis R reduces to an abstraction and so M is not in normal form,
which leads to a contradiction.
• P=(P1 |� P2) and R is neither inl(S) nor inr(S). Since S is also closed and
typed, then by induction hypothesis S reduces to an inl() or to an inr() and so
M is not in normal form, which leads to a contradiction.
• P= x or P= ]x . This case is ruled out by the fact that M is normal form.
• The case where P is a contraction pattern is similar to the above one.
• The case where P and R have a base type is ruled out because if M is closed,

R must be closed, and no closed term may have a base type, as it can easily be
shown by induction on the term.

If M is not in TPCES-normal form, then there is N such that M−→TPC N . Now, the
maximal length of a TPCES-reduction sequence starting at N is strictly smaller than the
maximal length of a TPCES-reduction sequence starting at M . Also, N is necessarily
closed, so that we can conclude by i.h that the property holds.

7. Conclusion

This paper proposes a rational reconstruction of pattern matching via cut elimination.
The main ideas and results can be summarized by the following points:
• A typed pattern calculus TPCES is proposed, where both typing and reduction are

modeled on sequent calculus in the spirit of the Curry–Howard isomorphism.
• Pattern matching and substitution computations are explicitly coded in TPCES and

correspond to sequences of cut elimination steps in sequent proofs.
• The calculus enjoys those fundamental properties required by any well-behaved cal-
culus, such as: subject reduction, con5uence, preservation of strong normalization
w.r.t. the system TPC, strong normalization and reduction to values for closed
terms.
Our calculus is a major step forward with respect to the other proposals that have

been made these last years in a similar direction. Indeed, there are some term
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assignments for the same intuitionistic sequent system we deal with, which can be
roughly classi8ed in the following categories:
• Neither patterns nor explicit substitutions are considered [2],
• Only simple patterns (non-nested) are taken into account [18,38],
• No patterns are used but cut elimination models explicit substitutions [16,22,37],
• Nested patterns are used and only some reduction rules, not including explicit sub-
stitutions, are suggested [30].
Now, let us consider where the present work might be improved, by further research.
To start with, the restriction imposed on the set of free communication variables for

the typing rules (+left); (app); (let); (sub∗) may seem unnecessarily drastic, since
its eRect is to severally limit the set of logical sequent proofs having a correspondent
in proofs of the typing system for TPCES. A milder restriction on these rules could be
studied so that future work is required on this issue.
Also, the app typing rule of TPCES system can look weird, from a logical point of

view, since, as we already observed, the logical counterpart of this typing rule is a
derived rule in the sequent calculus for intuitionist minimal logic. The motivation to
have such a typing rule as primitive is the need to close the set of typable terms with
respect to TPCES reduction. However, as Roy DyckhoR pointed out, such a “strange”
typing rule might be dropped, but this would require to replace the reduction rules
(Of), (Dapp1) and (Dapp3) by a reduction rule like

(z of M is P in N )[z=�Q:J ]−→ let (let M be P in J ) be Q in N:

However, this idea has a major inconvenient which is the loss of a natural semantics
for the explicit substitution constructor [ = ]. Indeed, within our reduction system we
are able to show a useful feature of explicit substitutions: the ES-normal form of a term
M [x=N ] is just the ES-normal form of M where x is replaced by the ES-normal form
of N (Lemma 2.7). This property would be completely lost if the above modi8cation
were done.
Even if TPCES is equipped with explicit pattern matching and explicit substitutions,

there is still one operation which has remained at the meta-level, namely sum replace-
ment (Section 2.3). However, in a real implementation also this operations needs to be
explicitly encoded. A subject of future investigation might be the complete formulation
of TPCES by means of explicit constructors. Another important issue is the study of
reduction notions and evaluation strategies used in real programming languages with
pattern matching features as well as the introduction of richer types such as for example
polymorphic types or dependent types.
Since there is a deep connection between S4 intuitionist modal logic and LISP’s

eval and quote primitives in functional programming [13,19], it would be interesting
to study whether our formalism might be extended to that logic.
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Appendix

Lemma 3.5. If 
 .M :A, then 
(�;K) .M{�← K} :A.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the height h of the proof P of the judgment

 .M :A.
If h=0 then P is an axiom, so that M is a usual variable and all the patterns in 


are variables. In this case, 
(�;K) .M{�← K} :A coincides with 
 .M :A.
If h¿0, diRerent cases must be syconsidered, according to the last rule in P.
• The last rule is a × right, applied to the judgments 
 .M1 : A1 and 
 .M2 : A2

(hence M is 〈M1; M2〉 and A is 〈A1; A2〉). By the induction hypothesis we have
proofs of 
(�;K) .M1{� ← K} :A1 and 
(�;K) .M2{� ← K} :A2. Since M{� ← K} is
〈M1{� ← K}; M2{� ← K}〉, it suSces to apply the × right rule to 
(�;K) .M1{� ←
K} :A1 and 
(�;K) .M2{�← K} :A2 to get the result.

• The last rule is a × left, applied to P : B;Q : C; 
′ .M : A. By the induction
hypothesis we have a proof of (P :B;Q :C; 
′)(�;K) .M{�← K} :A, i.e. of P :B(�;K);
Q : C(�;K); 


′
(�;K) .M{� ← K} : A. Since (〈P;Q〉 : B×C; 
′)(�;K) is 〈P(�;K); Q(�;K)〉 :

B×C; 
′
(�;K), it suSces to apply the × left rule to (P : B;Q : C; 
′)(�;K) .M{� ←

K} :A to get the result.
• The last rule is a +right1, applied to 
 .M1 : B (so that A is B + C and M is

inlC(M1)) or is a +right2 applied to 
 .M1 : C (so that A is B + C and M is
inrB(M1)). In both cases, the proof is a straightforward application of the induction
hypothesis, as in the previous cases.
• The last rule is a +left, applied to P :B; 
′ .M1 :A and Q :C; 
′ .M2 :A, so that 

is (P | Q) :B + C; 
′ and M is [M1 | M2]. Note that the pattern type assignment
(P | Q) :B+C; 
′ is linear, hence  occurs just once in it. We need to distinguish
two sub-cases.
1.  = �. Since � does not occur in P, Q, 
′, in this case the judgment that we

need to prove is

P :B; 
′ .M1{�← L} :A; if K= L;

Q :C; 
′ .M2{�← R} :A; if K= R:

Let us consider the case where K= L (the other one is similar). By apply-
ing the induction hypothesis to the proof of P : B; 
′ .M1 : A and using the
fact that � does not occur in P : B; 
′ (so that P(�;K) =P), we get a proof of
P :B; 
′ .M1{�← L} :A.
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2.  �= �. In this case, the judgment that we need to prove is

(P(�;K) | Q(�;K)) :B+ C; 
′
(�;K) . [M1{�← K} | M2{�← K}] :A:

Applying the induction hypothesis to the proofs of P : B; 
′ .M1 : A and
Q : C; 
′ .M2 : A, we get proofs of P(�;K) : B; 
′

(�;K) .M1{� ← K} and
Q(�;K) : C; 
′

(�;K) .M2{� ← K}. An application of the +left rule to these last
judgments gives the desired result.

• The last rule is a → right, applied to P : B; 
′ .M1 : C, so that A is B→C and
M is �P:M1. By $-conversion, we may assume that � does not occur in P so that
P(�;K) =P. Thus, by the induction hypothesis we have a proof of
P :B; 
′

(�;K) .M1{�← K} :C. An application of the → right rule to such a judgment
gives a proof of 
(�;K) . �P : B:M1{� ← K} : B→C, i.e. the desired result since
�P :B:M1{�← K} is exactly (�P :B:M1){�← K}.

• The last rule is a → left, applied to 
′ .M1 : B and Q : C; 
′ .N : A, so that
M is z of M1 is Q : B in N . By $-conversion, we may assume that � does not
occur in Q so that Q(�;K) =Q. Thus, by the induction hypothesis we have a proof
of 
′

(�;K) .M1{� ← K} : B and Q : C; 
′
(�;K) .N{� ← K} : A. An application of the

→ left rule to such a judgment provides a proof of

]z :B→C; 
′
(�;K) . (z of M1 is Q :B in N ){�← K} :A;

i.e. the desired result.
• The last rule is a let, applied to 
 .M1 : B and P : B; 
 .N : A, so that M

is let M1 be P : B in N : A. Again, we may suppose that P does not contain
�. By the induction hypothesis we have a proof of 
(�;K) .M1{� ← K} : B and
P :B; 
(�;K) .N{�← K} :A. Hence, an application of the let rule gives a proof of


(�;K) . let M1{�← K} be P :B in N{�← K} :A;
i.e. the desired result.
• The last rule is a sub∗, applied to 
 .M1 : B and ?v : B; 
 .N : A, so that M is

M1[v=N ]. By the induction hypothesis we have proofs of 
(�;K) .M1{�← K} :B and
?v; 
(�;K) .N{�← K} :A. An application of the sub∗ rule provides a proof of


(�;K) .M1{�← K}[v=N{�← K}];
i.e. the desired result.
• The last rule is layered. Then 
=@(P;Q) : B; 
′ where @(P;Q) is the pat-
tern introduced by the layered rule and by induction hypothesis we know that
(P : B;Q : B; 
′)(�;K) .M{� ← K} : A is provable. Since (P : B;Q : B; 
′)(�;K) =
(P :B)(�;K); (Q :B)(�;K); 


′
(�;K) then it is suScient to apply the layered rule to such

a judgment to obtain @((P : B)(�;K); (Q : B(�;K))); 

′
(�;K) .M{� ← K} : A, that is

(@(P;Q) :B; 
′)(�;K) .M{�← K} :A.
• The last rule is wildcard. Then 
=P :B; 
′ where P is the pattern introduced by
the wildcard rule and by induction hypothesis we know that 
′

(�;K) .M{�← K} :A
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is provable. We have then two cases to consider:
◦ �∈FV (P). Then, since pattern assignments are linear we have � �∈Var(
′) and


′
(�;K) =
′. Let Q=P(�;K). Since P : B; 
′ is linear and Var(Q) ⊆ Var(P),

then Q : B; 
′ is also linear. Moreover since P ∈AP(B), then by Lemma 3.4
Q∈AP(C) for some C, so that Q :C; 
′

(�;K) .M{� ← K} :A is derivable from

′
(�;K) .M{�← K} :A by the wildcard rule, which shows the property for this

case.
◦ � �∈FV (P). In this case P(�;K) =P and so a straightforward application of the
induction hypothesis followed by an application of the wildcard rule suSces.

• The last rule is app, applied to 
 . �P:J :B→C, 
 .M1 :B and 
;Q :C .N :A, so
that M is �P:J of M1 is Q in N . We may suppose that � does not occur in Q by
$-conversion. The induction hypothesis gives proofs of:


(�;K) . (�P:J ){�← K} :B→C 
(�;K) .M1{�← K} :B

(�;K); Q :C .N{�← K} :A:

Hence, an application of the app rule to the above judgments gives the desired
result.

Lemma 3.6 (Loosening). Let 
; P :A .M :B be a provable judgment. We have:
1. If P=(P1 |� P2) and � �∈FV (M) then 
 .M :B is provable.
2. If Var(P)∩FV (M)= ∅, then 
 .M :B is provable.

Proof. By induction on the height h of the proof P of 
; P :A .M :B.
Base case: h=0. The proof P is an axiom. Then, M is a variable xi. The 8rst item

of the lemma is vacuously true because � cannot occur in P. For the second item, it
suSces to observe that if Var(P)∩FV (M)= ∅, then P must be another variable xj,
so that P has the form:


; xj : Aj . xi :Ai;

where xi occurs in 
. Clearly, 
 . xi :Ai is still an axiom.
Inductive Step: h¿0. We take as the induction hypothesis that both items of the

lemma are true for any proof having a height h′ such that h′¡h. Several cases, corre-
sponding to the last inference rule in P, need to be considered.
1. The last inference in P is a × right-rule:


; P :A .M1 :A1 
; P :A .M2 :A2


; P :A . 〈M1; M2〉 :A1×A2

(× right)

hence M is 〈M1; M2〉. Under the respective hypotheses of both the items of the
lemma, we can apply the induction hypothesis to the proofs of 
; P :A .M1 :A1 and

; P :A .M2 :A2. Hence, we have proofs of 
 .M1 :A1 and 
 .M2 :A2, that we can
combine via an application of the × right rule to get 
 . 〈M1; M2〉 :A1×A2.

2. The last inference in P is a +left.
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In both cases, the sum pattern introduced by such an inference must be a pat-
tern (Q1 | Q2) : D + C where  is a communication variable diRerent from
the � occurring in P=(P1 |� P2), otherwise � would be free in M . Thus, M is
[M1 | M2] and the +left is

Q1 :D;
′ .M1 :B Q2 :C; 
′ .M2 :B

(Q1 | Q2) :D + C; 
′ . [M1 | M2] :B
(+left)

where 
=(Q1 | Q2) : D + C; 
′′ and 
′ =P : A; 
′′. Since � is not free nei-
ther in M1 nor in M2, by induction hypothesis we have proofs of Q1 :D;
′′ .M1 :B
and Q2 : C; 
′′ .M2 : B. Thus, via a +left rule, we get a proof of
(Q1 | Q2) :B+ C; 
′′ . [M1 | M2] :B, that is a proof of 
 .M :B.

3. All the other cases are treated in a similar way.

Lemma 5.3. The re>exive transitive closures of � and −→TPC are the same rela-
tion.

Proof. To show the inclusion � ∗ ⊆ −→∗
TPC , we show that � ⊆ −→∗

TPC by
induction on the de8nition of � .
• If M � M , then M −→∗

TPC M trivially holds.
• In the case where M � M ′ comes from internal reductions, the property holds by

i.h. and the fact that −→∗
TPC is closed for all contexts.

• If let M be in N�N ′, then let M be in N−→TPC N −→∗
TPC N ′,

where the reduction sequence N −→∗
TPC N ′ holds by induction hypothesis.

• If let M be x in N�N ′{x ← M ′}, then M −→∗
TPC M ′ and N −→∗

TPC N ′ by
i.h, thus we have M{x ← N}−→∗

TPC M ′{x ← N}−→∗
TPC M ′{x ← N ′} by Lem-

mas 5.2 and 5.2.
• If M is a �-abstraction and let M be ]z in N�N ′{z ← M ′}, the proof is similar
to the previous case.
• If let inl(M) be (P1 |� P2) in N� let M ′ be P1 in N ′{� ← L} where

M�M ′ and N�N ′, then we have M −→∗
TPC M ′ and N −→∗

TPC N ′ by i.h. As
a consequence we have by de8nition that let inl(M) be (P1 |� P2) in N reduces
to let M be P1 in N{� ← L}, which reduces to the term let M ′ be P1 in N ′

{� ← L} by Lemma 5.2. The same happens with let inr(M) be (P1 |� P2) in N
� let M ′ be P2 in N ′{�← R}.

• If P= 〈P1; P2〉 or P=@(P1; P2), then the property holds by i.h and the fact that
reduction is closed under any context.
• If (�P:M) of N is Q in L� let (let N ′ be P in M ′) be Q in L′, where

M�M ′, N � N ′, L � L′, then by i.h. we have that M −→∗
TPC M ′, N −→∗

TPC N ′

and L−→∗
TPC L′ so

(�P:M) of N is Q in L−→∗
TPC

(�P:M ′) of N ′ is Q in L′−→TPC

let (let N ′ be P in M ′) be Q in L′
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To show the inclusion −→∗
TPC ⊆ � ∗ we show that −→TPC ⊆ � by induction

on the de8nition of −→TPC .
• In the case where M−→TPC M ′ comes from internal reductions, the property holds
by i.h. and the fact that � is closed for all contexts.
• In the case where −→TPC comes from an external reduction, then the property
follows by de8nition of � and the fact that M�M holds for every term M .

Lemma 5.5. If M � M ′, then there is N such that M{�← K} � N and M ′{�← K}
�N .

Proof. By induction on M and by cases.
1. In the base case, M is a variable and the property trivially holds.
2. In the inductive case, several cases need to be considered.
• If M�M =M ′, the property trivially holds, exactly as in the base case.
• If M�M ′ corresponds to one of the cases inl(L)� inl(L′), inr(L)� inr(L′),

or �P:L� �P:L′, where L�L′, then the property directly follows by induction
hypothesis.
• If M�M ′ corresponds to let inl(L) be (P1 |� P2) in K� let L′ be P1 in K
{� ← L}, where L�L′, then by i.h. there is N such that L{� ← K}�N and
L′{� ← K}�N . Since � is bound in M , then by $ conversion we can assume �
diRerent from �. By De8nition of � we have

let inl(L{�← K}) be (P1 |� P2) in K{�← K}
� let inl(N ) be (P1 |� P2) in K{�← K}
� let N be P1 in K{�← K}{�← L}

and

let L′{�← K} be P1 in K{�← L}{�← K}
� let N be P1 in K{�← L}{�← K}
= let N be P1 in K{�← K}{�← L}

The case let inr(M) be (P1 |� P2) in N� let M ′ be P2 in N{� ← R} is
similar.
• If M�M ′ comes from 〈L; K〉� 〈L′; K ′〉, then we have either let L be P in K
� let L′ be P in K ′, or let L be in K�K ′ where L�L′ and K�K ′.
Then, the property follows by i.h.
• If M�M ′ comes from [L |� T ]� [L′ |� T ′], where L�L′ and T�T ′, then by

i.h. there are N1 and N2 such that L{� ← K}�N1, L′{� ← K}�N1, T{� ←
K}�N2 and T ′{� ← K}�N2. There are three cases to consider. If �= � and
K= L then, by De8nition 2.2, we have [L |� T ]{� ← L}=L{� ← L}�N1 and
[L′ |L T ′]{�← L}=L′{�← L}�N1. The case �= � and K= R is similar.

For the case � �= �, we have [L |� T ]{� ← K}= [L{� ← K} |�
]T{�← K}� [N1 |� N2] and [L′ |� T ′]{� ← K}= [L′{� ← K} |� T ′{� ←
K}]� [N1 |� N2].
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• If M�M ′ comes from let 〈L1; L2〉 be 〈P1; P2〉 in K� let L′
1 be P1 in

(let L′
2 be P2 in K ′), where 〈L1; L2〉� 〈L′

1; L
′
2〉 and K�K ′ the property follows

by the induction hypothesis. The same holds for the case let L be @(P1)P2 in K
� let L be P1 in (let L be P2 in K).

• If M�M ′ comes from let L be x in K�K ′{x ← L′}, where L�L′ and K �
K ′, then by i.h. there are N1 and N2 such that L{�← K}�N1, L′{�← K}�N1,
K{� ← K}�N2 and K ′{� ← K}�N2. We then have let L{� ← K} be
x in K{� ← K}� let N1 be x in N2�N2{x ← N1} and K ′{x ← L′}
{� ← K}=K ′{� ← K}{x ← L′{� ← K}}�N2{x ← N1} by Lemma 5.4. The
case let L be ]z in K�K ′{z ← L′} is similar.

• For all the remaining cases, it is easy to see that the property holds by the induction
hypothesis.

Lemma 5.11. (1) Every stable term M of type A is strongly normalizing.
(2) A term xK1 : : : Kn of type A is stable for arbitrary strongly normalizing terms

K1 : : : Kn, where n¿0.

Proof. The two properties can be shown at the same time by induction on the type A.
• If A is an atomic type:

1. By de8nition.
2. By Lemma 5.10 the term x XK is strongly normalizing, so x XK is stable by de8ni-

tion.
• If A is a product type:

1. By de8nition.
2. By Lemma 5.10 the term x XK is strongly normalizing and the reduction sequences

starting at x XK can only proceed in the K ′
i s. Therefore, x XK cannot reduce to a

pair, and x XK is stable by de8nition.
• If A is a sum type:

1. By de8nition.
2. By Lemma 5.10 the term x XK is strongly normalizing and the reduction sequences

starting at x XK can only proceed in the K ′
i s. Therefore, x XK cannot reduce to an

injection, and x XK is stable by de8nition.
• If A is a functional type:

1. Let A≡B→C and let x be a variable of type B. By the second induction hy-
pothesis (with n=0) x : B is stable and by de8nition Mx is of type C and
it is stable, hence, by the 8rst induction hypothesis Mx is strongly normaliz-
ing. Suppose now that M is not strongly normalizing. Then there is an in8-
nite reduction sequence M−→TPC M1−→TPC : : :, thus an in8nite reduction se-
quence Mx−→TPC M1x−→TPC : : :, which leads to a contradiction. Therefore M
is strongly normalizing.
• Let xK1 : : : Kn be of type B→C with all the K ′

i s strongly normalizing. Let N be
any stable term of type B. From the 8rst induction hypothesis N is also strongly
normalizing, by the second induction hypothesis xK1 : : : KnN is stable. Then, by
de8nition, xK1 : : : Kn is stable.
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Lemma 5.13. If M is a stable term and M−→TPC N , then N is stable.

Proof. We show the property by induction on the type A of M . Note that N is also
of type A by Theorem 5.1.
• A is a base type: if M is stable, then M is strongly normalizing by Lemma 5.11.
Then also N is strongly normalizing since every reduction sequence starting at N can
be embedded in a reduction sequence starting at M , which terminates by hypothesis.
We then conclude that N is stable by de8nition.
• A is a product or a sum type: as above we can conclude that N is also strongly nor-
malizing. On the other hand, when N reduces to either a pair 〈M1; M2〉, an inl(M1)
or an inr(M1), then also M reduces to the same term and so M1 and M2 are stable
because M is stable. We then conclude that N is stable.

• A is a functional type: by de8nition of stability on arrow types, it suSces to show
that NL is stable for any stable term L. Now, given a stable L, ML is stable because
M is so (by hypothesis), and ML−→TPC NL, thus by induction hypothesis NL is
stable.
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